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The Daily Saturday
— Back to school edition
Campus construction nearing completion
By Jamie Moore
Editor in chief
Campus construction finally
will be nearing an end this fall and
students once again will be able to
access Booth Library and the new
food court.
Construction on Booth Library
is on target and students should be
able to utilize the facility in January
2002, while the food court con-
struction has been slightly delayed
from the original target date,
although it too is scheduled to be
opened in January.
Since construction began, Booth
Library has undergone a 13,000
gross square foot addition to the
south end, installation of a fire pro-
tection line, foundation work and
much electrical work.
Now, the south end addition is
nearing completion and the con-
struction is in the final run.
“Many phases of work are in
progress,” said Carol Strode, direc-
tor of the physical plant, in an e-
mail. “Some finishing painting
work on the upper floor, installing
windows in the addition, replacing
windows in the original ’48 build-
ing, finishing drywall in the addi-
tion, installing light fixtures on the
upper floor, exterior masonry work
near the entrance of the addition,
repairing electrical vault areas out-
side the original ’48 building, (and)
rough-in mechanical and electrical
work on the lower levels.”
In addition, the interior is seeing
some masonry work done, she said.
Much of the interior work of the
building will not begin, however,
until the exterior is completed.
“Finished ceilings and floors
will not be completed until the
building is completely closed-in, so
that temperature and humidity can
be controlled,” Strode said.
In mid-September, carpet and
ceiling work is scheduled to begin,
she said.
New construction workers will
be brought in to do this work, since
the discipline is different than that
of the exterior workers.
In the past few months, some
minor unforeseen discoveries have
been made. 
“There have been minor discov-
eries as typical in any construction
project,” Strode said. “Most of the
unforeseen items were discovered
asbestos during the demolition
phase. Repairs to stop water infil-
tration for an electric vault under
the north exterior steps are in
process now.”
Although the exterior addition
construction phase is nearing its
end, the fences that were put up
File Photo
The renovation of Booth Library is just one of Eastern’s construction projects currently under way. Booth Library is sched-
uled to reopen for use in January 2002.
Eastern president resigns
By Jamie Moore
Editor in chief
After two-and-a-half years at
Eastern, President Carol Surles
announced her resignation on July
24 to pursue a specialized breast
cancer treatment plan.
Surles, 54, came to Eastern in
March of 1999 as the university’s
eighth president. She made her res-
ignation announcement during a
special meeting of the Board of
Trustees and her administrative
team.
During the meeting, the BOT
approved Surles’ appointment of
Louis V. Hencken as interim presi-
dent. Hencken, who was previous-
ly the vice president of student
affairs, will began the new position
Aug. 1.
“A year ago now I was diag-
nosed and I have made a number of
efforts to follow the treatment plan
... (now it is a matter) of having to
follow the doctors’ orders,” Surles
said.
Surles underwent surgery for
breast cancer in September 2000
and had extensive tests done in
March at MD Anderson Cancer
Center in Houston, Texas. There,
Surles had her current treatment
plan developed, which includes
additional surgery.
“It is time to attend to my health
and reorder my priorities until my
health is restored. I confess that
leaving the work that I love is very
difficult, but it is necessary at this
juncture,” Surles said in a prepared
statement.
Surles said she is very satisfied
with the accomplishments of the
university during her tenure. When
she returned in March from her
leave of absence, she set five objec-
tives to work toward, all of which
were met by the time of her depar-
ture. These objectives included
enhancing Eastern’s state appropri-
ation for operations and beginning
to close the funding disparity
between Eastern and peer universi-
ties within Illinois; securing full
renovation funding for the Doudna
Fine Arts Building; achieving
greater stability within Eastern’s
administration and the vice presi-
dential level; moving several criti-
cal academic and administrative
initiatives forward, such as acade-
mic technology and continuing to
increase private donations to
Eastern.
“I am delighted to report that we
have made historic progress in
achieving all of these objectives. As
you know, Eastern received the
highest state appropriation (per-
centage) among universities in
Illinois. 
“Moreover, we received full
funding, $40 million, for comple-
tion of the Doudna Fine Arts
Building. In addition, we have
brought our vice presidential
searches to successful closure, and
have made tremendous progress
toward establishing the long-await-
ed Center of Academic
Technology. 
“Last, but not least, I am espe-
cially pleased that our private gifts
have continued to increase since I
returned in March. In fact, during
my tenure at Eastern, private gifts,
in number and dollar volume, have
increased more than 240 percent. 
“In short, I am confident that the
university is strong and viable, and
I can leave now with a good sense
of accomplishment,” Surles said in
a letter to the Board of Trustees.
Also during her time here,
Eastern’s faculty salaries increased
and minority enrollment jumped to
the highest level ever, at 9.62 per-
cent.
Hencken, who has served as the
vice president for student affairs
since 1992, has been at Eastern for
36 years, beginning as an educa-
tion/guidance and counseling grad-
uate. He then served as a graduate
assistant, a counselor and assistant
and associate director. He became
director in 1975 and in 1989 was
named as associate vice president
of student affairs.
“I think President Surles did a
truly outstanding job as president
of the university ... she is going to
be missed,” Hencken said. “I will
do everything I can to continue to
move the university forward as she
did while she was here.”
In a prepared statement, Surles
said that Hencken has great knowl-
edge about Eastern’s history and
South Quad to turn
into tropical oasis
By Rachel Lading
Campus/Activities editor
The University Board has
planned two elaborate events to wel-
come returning students back to
school and introduce freshmen to
campus.
A “Graffiti Dance” will be held
from 9:30 to 11:30 p.m. on Aug. 16
in the South Quad. A D.J. will be
taking requests during the Hawaiian-
themed “A Night At the Tropics”
dance, said Caleb Judy, vice chair of
the University Board.
Students are encouraged to bring
or wear plain white T-shirts so they
can write down the names and
phone numbers of the new people
they will meet, Judy said.
“It will be a good way to start
some kind of social interaction,” he
said.
Markers will be provided by the
University Board.
There will be prize giveaways,
free food and drinks, games, a limbo
contest and Eastern’s own version of
the MTV game show “Singled Out.”
A carnival will be held on Aug.
18 in the Tarble Arts Center field.
“Cheap Thrills: A Kick-Off
Carnival” will be open from noon
until midnight. Between 8 and 10
p.m. the carnival will feature free
rides similar to those at a county fair,
food stands, game booths and sever-
al prize giveaways, Judy said.
The RSO Fair will also be held
during the carnival, from 3 to 7 p.m.
The RSO Fair gives different
Recognized Student Organizations a
chance to display information about
their organizations and recruit new
members. Each RSO will have a
booth under a tent set up by the
University Board. After the RSO
Fair, everyone is welcome to join in
a game of bingo.
The “Cheap Thrills” carnival is
being sponsored by the University
Board Special Events committee,
the Office of Orientation, Student
Government and the Parents Club,
and is being put on by Moshow
Attractions.
The carnival will be held in place
of the usual “Quakin’ the Quad”
program that has taken place on
campus for about the last eight
years, said Ceci Brinker, director of
student life.
“The dance is something we
always used to do, but then stopped
for a few years. We’re now bringing
it back after about four years,” she
said.
The events promoted by the
University Board are for all Eastern
students.
“They’re really to welcome both
the new and the returning students
back to school. They also give fresh-
men a chance to meet new friends
before they have to concentrate on
studies,” Brinker said.
Verge 1C
7th St. Underground
starts new semester.
Campus 1B
Find out about the clubs
and activities available on
campus.
Sports 1D
Find out what Panther
sports has coming up
in  the fall semester.
See CONSTRUCTION Page 7A
See PRESIDENT Page 7A
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NOW LEASING
McArthur Manor
Apartments
Nice - Quiet
Single ($300-$375) or 
Double ($190-$210)
Occupancy Lease Negotiable
1 month FREE rent
with a 12 month lease
Furnished Apts., free water, trash
removal, on-site laundry.  
Off-street parking
913-917 4th Str eet
WELCOME STUDENTS!
1. J.C. Penney
2. Deb Shop
4. Shoebilee
6. Good Sports
7/8 Kirlin’s Hallmark
9. Wolf Furniture Gallery
10. Elder-Beerman
11. Waldenbooks
12/13 Memory Lane
14. Radio Shack
15. Sears Roebuck
17. Regis Beauty Salon
18. J.F.’s Sandwich Shop
19. Pro Nails
20. General Nutrition Center
21. 4 KIDZ
22. Claire’s Boutique
23. On Cue Music
24. Payless ShoeSource
28/29. Illinois Express Eyecare
30. Sunglass Express
31. Gliks Edge
32. Walgreens
33. Bath & Body Works
34. Maurices
35. ConsolidatedCommunications
38. Cross County Travel
39. Cross County Dental Center
40. Macari Maytag
41. Premiere Video
K1. Firstar ATM
Outbuildings:
Alamo Steak House-Pad Site
Taco Bell-Pad Site
305 W. Lincoln
Charleston
345-3479
NUBUCK COCOA
CORTINA BROWN
MICROFIBER MOCHA
Jerry’s Pizza
Welcome Back Students & Faculty
Tuesday and Thursday 5-9pm buf fet 
All you can eat spaghetti, pizza, garlic br ead,
and salad bar
$4.95
Kids 10 and under $3.00
1508 4th St Corner of 4th & Lincoln
the daily eastern news
advertise.
Need a reason
to smile?
Advertise... one ad
in the DEN
Classified will
make $ for you!
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Go Greek
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to
the editor addressing local, state, national, and
international issues. They should be less than
250 words and include the author’s name,
telephone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school and major.
Faculty, administration and staff should indi-
cate their position in their department.
Letters whose authors cannot be verified
will not be printed. Depending on space con-
straints, we may have to edit your letter, so
keep it as concise as possible. Letters can be
sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811
Buzzard Hall, Charleston, IL, 61920; faxed to
217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
jrmoore@eiu.edu.
EDITORIALS
The Daily Eastern News prints editorials that
reflect the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern
News student editorial board.
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
The Daily Eastern News
Saturday,August 18, 2001
Page 4
Going to college can become monotonous.Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday,every Tuesday and Thursday, is the same
class schedule.
We could easily just go through the motions.
We could go to classes, study for a while, have fun
with friends, eat, sleep, and repeat.
Or we could grow out of our shells a little bit,
take a walk on the wild side, and join an extracur-
ricular activity.
At Eastern there seems to be an RSO for every-
one. From fraternities and sororities to mock trial,
from Student Senate to the Earth Club, Eastern’s
RSOs have covered the
gamut.
Students can easily
meet and make new
friends who share their
same interests and
views. This is especially true for new students.
They can learn to feel more at home at Eastern by
making several friends.
Eastern also has programs that offer a semester
of studying abroad. Participating in these pro-
grams will prove to be beneficial by exposing stu-
dents to other cultures and ways of life.
A summer internship is always another good
option. Some students have gone to places like
Chicago and Washington, D.C., to gain life experi-
ences while earning money over the summer.
Having a part-time job can also help build stu-
dents’ experiences. Working creates responsibility
and demands concentration and motivation from
students. This gives students a taste of what life
will be like after college, and that can be nothing
but good.
By taking part in what Eastern has to offer,
including RSOs, student exchange programs,
internships, and employment opportunities, stu-
dents can broaden their horizons and become
more educated about the world around them.
Be active 
on campus
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c d s i e v e r s @ e i u . e d u
“
”
If one advances confidently in the direction of his
dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he
has imagined, he will meet with a success unex-
pected in common hours.
Henry David Thoreau
Author, 1817-1862
Be active
Take part in the extracurricular
activities offered at Eastern.
The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
College is supposed tobe the best time ofyour life, right? Atleast that’s what every-
one keeps telling you.
What everyone forgets to
mention, though, is that you’ve
got to make it all fit in order for
it to be memorable. Sitting in
your dorm room or apartment
won’t make the time all that
exciting. You have to go out and
experience college life to make
it count.
Eastern is a great campus to experience the next four
years. College has the innate ability to mold you into a new
type of person after four years. I know when I came to col-
lege, I was still green and dreamy, but as I venture into my
senior year, I have a whole new outlook on life and the real
world. 
College makes you realize what is important and what
can really be done without. For instance, as a college stu-
dent, money is a great thing to have; however, as you will
learn as a college student, it is hard to come by. The ideal of
a great meal changes and suddenly, for on-campus students,
dining services is a gourmet feast and for off-campus stu-
dents, the feast contains Ramen noodles and pop tarts for
dessert.
Now don’t be scared, this is just a glimpse of the reality
of college. Food is no longer a staple and exciting part of
life; rather, it is exciting when you get a four-course dinner.
What I’m getting at, though, is that you realize that the triv-
ial parts of life no longer exist in college, because there’s no
time for them.
Between keeping up with classes, work for some and
many organizations to be involved in, students find them-
selves prioritizing much of their
lives. They still have fun,
though, and find that college has
been great. They still manage to
find time to go out with friends
and do stupid things, or nothing
at all and sit, kick back, relax
and talk.
Make sure you take time to do
these stupid things, though,
because they are part of the
bonding moments that make
college memorable. Late night
runs to Steak ’n’ Shake, countless movies that make no
sense and walks in the rain. These are the things you’ll
remember and will make college the time of your life.
Another way to make the best of your college experience
is to get involved on campus. Join one of the more than 150
student organizations Eastern has to offer. Whatever your
major is, there is most likely an organization to become
involved in. If you are looking for something to do outside
your major, service groups and awareness groups are some-
thing to join. Whatever your interest is, find a way to apply
it and become involved. This will help you meet many peo-
ple who will help influence your life and ultimately make
college the best years you’ve had.
Most of all, enjoy your time at college. It goes by fast. It
just seemed like yesterday that I was walking onto campus
for the first time. While you might have to bog yourself
down with classes and studying, take time to enjoy the finer
things in life and find out who you are. That’s what college
is all about.
College years - the best time of your life
“You have to go
out and experi-
ence college life to
make it count.”Jamie Moore
Editor in chief
Jamie Moore is a senior journalism major and a bi-weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address
is jrmoore@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
Welcome, newstudents, toEastern IlinoisUniversity! As
Student Body President,
allow me to welcome you on
behalf of the entire student
body. The next four years
will be ones of great excite-
ment and challenge. They
will push you academically,
socially and emotionally. I
would like to give you what I
believe to be the keys to suc-
ceeding at Eastern.
First, and really most importantly, is to go to class.
Many of you, I’m sure, think, “I always went to class
before, why should I stop going now?” With the free-
dom of college life, the temptation to not go can be fair-
ly strong. I admit to having fallen prey to it a few times
myself. What I learned  from my mistakes is that noth-
ing can make up for attending class. Just reading the
book or getting notes from someone does not equal all
the knowledge that you can gain just from listening to
your instructor.
The second key to success is to get involved. There
are so many campus groups in which you can become
involved. These groups are not only good resume-
builders, but they expose you to new ideas and people.
Eastern has over 150 student organizations, including
Student Government, which works to influence univer-
sity policy. University Board allows students to get
involved with the planning of concerts, comedians and
numerous other campus-wide and community events.
You may also consider becoming a part of Eastern’s
strong greek community. 
There are numerous other sports, political and social
groups that you could
join. Being an active
student will allow you
to develop bonds with
your fellow students, as
well as give you the
opportunity to make a
difference in your uni-
versity.
Take advantage
of the “free” services
that your student fees
are put toward. The ath-
letic events on campus
are available to you for
free. As a student you pay nothing to take part in all the
movies, comedians and other special events that are
brought to campus. You have already paid for these
events, so take advantage of what Eastern has to offer.
Often overlooked, your instructors can provide not
only academic direction, but also a friendly source of
additional guidance. Eastern has a great faculty. It is
one that is dedicated to the betterment of you as stu-
dents, not just research. They teach the classes them-
selves, not graduate students. All of Eastern’s faculty
are required to have office hours; use this time to ask
questions.
Again, welcome to the Eastern community. I look
forward to seeing you during move-in days, and if you
ever have any questions or concerns, feel free to come
by and let me know. See you soon!
Hugh O’Hara is a political science graduate student
and the Student Body President. He is a guest colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
haohara@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the
author.
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You have what it takes to succeed
Editor’s note: The following
column ran in the 2000 New
Student Edition. It was run
again with permission from
Interim President Hencken.
Welcome to EasternIllinoisUniversity! Inchoosing Eastern
for your college education, you
have just made one of the best
and most important decisions in
your life, one that will have an
incredibly positive impact on
your whole future.
I started as a student at Eastern over three decades
ago and loved it so much that I’ve spent the rest of my
life here. I couldn’t begin to describe in this small space
how influential this university has been in my life, and
now I’m ready to help you come to love this place as
much as I do. So let’s not waste any time and get start-
ed.
First off, everyone’s a little nervous when they first
hit campus. Yes, college students are excited about all
the freedom and fun that college has to offer, but
they’re also worried. They might be worried that they
won’t be smart enough, or disciplined enough, to deal
with harder coursework than they had in high school or
at a community college. 
They might be worried about how they’re going to
“fit in.” Being voted “most popular” or “best looking,”
or “most likely to succeed” in high school doesn’t get
you much here, and so everybody’s kind of starting
from scratch when it comes to establishing a reputation
and friends.
Fortunately, there are a number of things you can do
to take control of your new life here at Eastern and
maximize your chances for success. For example:
n Get involved in extracurricular activities.
There are nearly 200 student organizations on this
campus, and it’s hard to find a night during the fall and
spring semesters when there isn’t some kind of athlet-
ic, cultural or entertainment event taking place.
Some students say they “don’t have the time” to
take advantage of these opportunities, but both my
experience and research data indicate that involved stu-
dents get better grades and are more likely to graduate.
Call the Student Life Office (581-3829) and find the
niche that suits you best.
n Watch the “F” word.
Not that “F” word; I’m talking about “freedom.”
This may be the first
time in your life that
no one will be around
to tell you what to do
and when to do it.
Some students don’t
handle all this free-
dom very well. They
work harder making
excuses rather than
good decisions, and
their choices (e.g.,
partying too much,
skipping class,
falling behind, etc.)
quickly lead them to disaster. Don’t lose sight of the
fact that the primary reason that you’re here is to get an
education and that with greater freedom comes greater
personal responsibility.
n Choose your friends carefully.
The people you hang with can either be a tremen-
dous source of encouragement and support or can
cause you to lose your focus and motivation. Also, stu-
dents often keep the friends they make in college for
life, so make sure they’re the kind of people you want
around for that long.
n Learn about the support services available to you.
There is someone on this campus to help you with
virtually any problem (e.g., academic, personal, social,
financial, etc.). Take advantage of Eastern’s competent
and caring faculty/staff members who have years of
experience helping students adjust to all aspects of col-
lege life.
The fact that you have passed Eastern’s increasing-
ly high admissions requirements and been admitted to
the university means that you have the ability it takes to
make it here. 
If you combine your intellectual gifts with a desire
and commitment to succeed, I’m confident that one day
I will watch you walk across the graduation stage with
a diploma in your hand.
That day will come faster than any of us can imag-
ine, so try to get the most out of each and every day of
your life at Eastern. Of course, if you can’t bring your-
self to leave campus upon graduation, you can always
follow my footsteps and stick around for an extra few
decades.
Lou Hencken is the Interim President and a guest
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail
address is culvh@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of
the author.
How to avoid the
freshman label
Editor’s note: This column by Barry Smith, 1976-77 edi-
tor in chief of The Daily Eastern News, has become a tra-
dition in the New Student and Back to School Editions of
the DEN. It remains classic “advice” for freshmen. Enjoy
it — with a grain of salt.
It can probably be argued that most young people continue intocollege after high school so they can be something: nuclearphysicist, teacher, man ... whatever. But when on that first dayon campus you sit in your dorm room, a little bewildered at
being cut off from your friends and family (perhaps with some
relief), your aspirations will seem a long way off.
It is time to learn how to not be something — a freshman. Don’t
look for help from upperclassmen; most of them will deny ever being
a freshman. I was never one. 
And you cannot expect aid from other freshmen. What do they
know?
But out of my own kindness and the generosity of The Daily
Eastern News, I have compiled a few tips essential to getting through
the first few days.
Follow my instructions and within two weeks people will stop
whispering behind your back and pointing to you on the sidewalk.
Hell, you may even get invited to a party.
First of all, make sure everybody you know knows you live in a res-
idence hall. All freshmen must live in a residence hall, but most make
the mistake of trying to hide the fact.
By freely admitting it — even saying that you like it — you take
on the assured air of one who lives there not by law but by choice.
Namely, an upperclassman.
Frequent the library instead of the bars. Freshmen still have four
years to catch up on their studies, so they must use their free time to
“socialize,” which means losing the use of all five senses through the
use of some stupor-inducing drug.
Juniors and especially seniors are still trying to make up all those
incompletes and are carrying 21 credit hours to cover for dropped
classes, so you’ll seldom find one living it up.
Besides, you will probably get carded and that’s a dead giveaway.
If you decide to go out there, there are some things you should
know about the male-female relationships on campus. If you are a
good-looking female,
make it a point to seek
out senior men and offer
them a drink, especially
if they look like they
might work for the stu-
dent newspaper.
Male freshmen should
simply sit back and
enjoy their own compa-
ny because, face it, you
have no chance. Look
forward to spending a lot
of time talking to your
own pillow.
The ability to dress like
an upperclassman is an
acquired trait.
The only way to fit in is to have an inherited wardrobe from an older
brother or sister who has put in at least three years at college.
That’s because being a student doesn’t pay very well and there’s
not much attention paid to neatness. So those two pairs of Levis and
the clean shirts your parents bought you won’t look right until they
have been reduced to a lump of wrinkled rags in the corner of your
room and have stayed there for no less than two winters.
There is one way to get the proper look. Whatever clothes you have
on right now, don’t take them off until at least midterm.
Of course, if you are thinking of joining a fraternity of sorority, the
problem is much simpler.
Invest in a truck load of double knits, then when you arrive on
campus, buy anything with greek letters on it.
As far as academic life goes, you’ll be anchored in a bunch of low-
level classes that all freshmen must take.
You can skip the disadvantage by dropping subtle hints that you
“should have passed this class the first time.”
It won’t necessarily be a lie: you probably covered the same stuff
when you were a sophomore in high school. And you flunked then,
too.
If you do happen to get an upper-level class, answer as many of the
instructor’s questions as you can, even if you don’t know the answers.
It will clearly label you a freshman, but the upperclassmen will
thank you for it.
There is one way to get
the proper look .
Whatever clothes you
have on right now, don’t
take them off until at least
midterm.
“
”
Lou Hencken
Interim President
“Everybody’s kind
of starting from
scratch when it
comes to establish-
ing a reputation
and friends.”
Eastern will be your best years
Hugh O’Hara
Student body president
“The next four
years will be ones of
great excitement
and challenge.”
Have something on your
mind?
Be a guest columnist for The
Daily Eastern News.
Call 581-2812
EASTERN’S ALTERNA-
Dance Floor Snacks/soft drinks
Music Games No Cover
FUN & FRIENDS!!
at THE WESLEY FOUNDA-
4TH St.-acr oss fr om Lawson Hall
this Fri. 10:00pm-1:00am
then every Fri 10:00pm-1:00am
Terry’s Clip & Chip
• Specializing in Men’s Clipper Cutting •
& Flat Tops 
located on the corner of 8th St. & Madison
in Charleston
• by Appt. Phone: 345-6325
Looking for a place to call “HOME”?
Looking for a chur ch “FAMILY”?
Otterbein United Methodist Church
2175 E. Harrison Avenue
Charleston, IL 61920
345-5843
Pastor Sharon Monroe
Church is at 9:00 a.m.
With a Special College Class at 10:30a.m. 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
MACS’ UPTOWNER
(on the square)
345-4622
Nightly Specials
Pool - Foos - Euchre Tourneys
CASH PRIZES
FRI-SAT Live Entertainment
Open
M-F 3-1
Sat. 11a.m.-1
THE BODY S HOP
348-TANS
The 10 “Hot tes t”  Beds In  Town
1406 6th Charleston
$5.00 OFF Any Tanning Package 
With Coupon!!
Expires Sept. 21, 2001
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
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Panther Pals ease
move-in process
By Elisa McClain
Staff intern
Incoming students at Eastern
will soon be welcomed by mem-
bers of the student organization
Panther Pals.
Wearing specialized T-shirts, the
volunteers locate themselves in
dorms and help students on move-
in day by carrying luggage and
answering questions.
According to Eastern’s Director
of Orientation, Kimberlie Moock,
Panther Pals are chosen by faculty.
Eastern students apply at the end of
each school year, and are usually
always accepted for the positions,
unless a serious problem exists. 
Each Panther Pal makes him- or
herself known around campus as
someone who is willing to help.
This always provides confused stu-
dents with someone to approach
with questions or concerns, she
said.
Together, the group participates
in scheduling and organizing
Panther Preview, which introduces
students to Eastern. Scheduled for
the first week of school, activities
are designed to make new students
feel comfortable and content with
their new surroundings, she said.
Activities start with a convoca-
tion service for students and fami-
lies, which will be held Aug. 16 in
Lantz Gymnasium.  
After a short induction ceremony,
families are invited to a reception
and students are sent to participate
in Playfair.
Sponsored by Admire
Entertainment and supervised by a
group of professionals, Playfair
leads students through a series of
personality-focused games and
interviews.
“It’s the biggest ice-breaker
you’ve ever seen,” Moock said.
Playfair is directly followed by a
student picnic at Campus Pond.
Activity information will be
available on campus in posters and
signs, and official schedules should
be in all university residence halls.
Minority programs offer
students variety of options
La’Shon Cannon
Staff writer
Eastern offers a variety of pro-
grams and organizations to cater to
the needs of minority students who
want to get involved on-campus
during their college years.
Ceci Brinker, director of Student
Life, said the minority programs
“represent a need and an interest.
It’s good to know that there is a
wide range of activities for students
to get into.”
Johnetta Jones, director of
Minority Affairs, said the Peer
Helper Program is “a mentoring
program where upperclassmen are
matched with incoming freshmen.
It helps them to adjust to college
life.”
“I think that it is terribly impor-
tant for students to be comfortable.
If you don’t have any fun getting
your education, you’re not going to
want to stay,” she said. “You’ve got
to get involved.”
The programs and organizations
offer different things according to
the individual’s needs and interests.
Some of the organizations meet the
needs according to a student’s
major, while other organizations
allow students to do things outside
of their academic interests.
The dance group Illusions
allows students to perfprm hip hop
dancing and the Black Student
Union focuses on putting on events
that cater to the wants of the
African American community on
campus. Cultural and personal
clubs also are available to cater to
an individual’s identity or ethnic
background.
Chris Eatmon, a junior theater
major, said, “By being involved in a
minority organization, I have gained
a sense of organization and leader-
ship. I learned to deal with the neg-
ative attitudes and come up with
positive ways to inspire people.
“It promotes unity and diversity
and it gives us a chance to make a
change in our community here at
Eastern,” he said.
Other programs offered include
the Association of International
Students, the Chinese Student
Association, the Japanese
Animation Society, the Latin
American Student Association
(LASO), the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Allies Union
(LGBAU), the Minority Teacher
Education Association (MTEA),
the Organization of Adult Students
Informal and Supportive (OASIS),
the African American Studies
Association, the Unity Gospel
Choir, Minority Today, the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP), the National Association
of Black Journalists (NABJ) and
the Minority Internship program.
Students interested in getting
involved in any of the organizations
or programs should go to the
Student Life Office in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
For more information, call the
Student Life office at 581-3829.
function.
“His vast knowledge about
Eastern is indispensable at this
time. Because he served effectively
during my previous absence and
has the respect of the university
community, I am confident that he
will provide the strong leadership
Eastern needs to move forward,”
she said.
Hencken plans to keep the uni-
versity’s image on the rise in the
next year.
“We are an excellent university,”
Hencken said. “I want to do every-
thing possible to make sure that the
campus and university is in the best
shape when he search begins and
while it continues.”
Hencken said that with his previ-
ous dedication to Eastern, he will
“not be a caretaker” to the university.
The selection for the new presi-
dent will begin in the fall when a
university-wide search committee
will be established and chaired by a
board member. Members are hope-
ful that the new president will be
selected by the Fall 2002 semester.
Surles commented that leaving
her position will be difficult.
“I have grown very, very fond of
the Eastern community and the
larger (Charleston) community,”
she said. “I did not want to hold on
to my position as president, I want
the university to thrive.”
HEY, YOUR MOM CALLED....
She said to Check Out 
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Blended Worship
Sunday School(includes College & Careers)
Contemporary Worship
Special Activities for College Students
Be a part of the FIRST family.
411 Jackson 345-2823
8:30a.m.
10:00a.m.
11:00a.m.
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS.
(across from Carman Hall)
*Balconies & Patios  *Central Air  *Free Parking *1st Semester Leases available
for groups of 2 or 3 students  
*Apts. for 2,3, or4 people  *Reasonable Utilities  *Laundry Facilities * Pool
TERRIFIC 
APARTMENTS
345-6000
2219 S. 9TH ST.  APT. #17
Little Johnny, age 7, after making
$50.00 off his lemonade stand.
He still has more money than
you. You wanna know why?...
BECAUSE HE 
ADVERTISED!!!
Calvary
Baptist Church and Christian Academy
Doug Sprunger, Pastor (217)345-2028
“Giving Guidance For Living”
Service Hours
9:30 Sunday School, 10:30 Worship, 6:00 Evening Service
7700 N. County Road 1200E
3 Miles West of Charleston Off Rt. 16.
The Barber Shop
21 State Street
348-6395
Hours:  8 a.m. - 6 p.m.  M-F
8 a.m. - Noon   Saturday
WELCOME STUDENTS!!
CHARLESTON COMMUNITY CHURCH
Non-denominational
2360 Shawnee Drive-Across from Charleston Wal-Mart
College Group & Bible Studies/Activities for all ages
Sunday Worship 9a.m. & Wednesday 7p.m.
Sunday School 11a.m. Call 345-4910for more info.
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
If you’re reading this...
so are they.
advertise.
around the area will remain stand-
ing until Thanksgiving or longer.
The length depends on the needs of
the workers installing furniture, she
said.
The food court has seen its share
of hindrances in completion.
Hidden asbestos has been found
in the $4 million facility twice dur-
ing the construction phase, causing
minor delays in progress.
The asbestos has caused some
setbacks; however, the original
windows and the exterior wall to
the patio have been completed,
Strode said.
LAN connections will be
installed at various seating loca-
tions, Strode said.
Fences will remain standing
around the work site until the con-
struction is complete in December.
President
from Page 1
Construction
from Page 1
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Students can ‘Go greek’ in September
By Rachel Lading
Campus / Activities editor
For anyone interested in
Eastern’s greek community, rush
dates are right around the corner.
Eastern’s three different greek
councils are the Panhellenic
Council, the National Panhellenic
Council and the Interfraternity
Council, said Bob Dudolski, direc-
tor of Greek Life.
The PHC consists of the
women’s sororities. Their recruit-
ment will begin on Sept. 6 and con-
clude on Sept. 11. The prospective
members will participate in three
different rounds, narrowing the
eight possible chapter houses down
to their top three choices. The
women will get the chance to walk
through each chapter house to help
them make their selections.
The PHC will be holding two
informational meetings for anyone
interested in learning more about
the process. At 7 p.m. on Aug. 22,
a meeting will be held in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, and an 8
p.m meeting is scheduled for Aug.
28 in the Carman Hall dining hall.
During the two informational
meetings, women can register for
rush or ask any questions they have
about the greek system.
Students also will be able to
register through Sept. 6 in the
walkway of the Union.
The NPHC, Eastern’s historical-
ly black council, will be recruiting
Sept. 4-7 for both fraternities and
sororities. The dates and locations
of the NPHC informational meet-
ings have not yet been set.
The IFC, for fraternities, will
hold rush from Sept. 17-21. They
will start on Sept. 17 with a meet-
ing in the Union called “Inside
Stuff,” during which those interest-
ed will be able to go from room to
room and meet each chapter.
The chapters will also be host-
ing open houses where men can
talk to members of each house and
ask any questions they might have.
The IFC’s informational meet-
ing is at 8 p.m. on Aug. 29 in the
Carman Hall cafeteria.
Dudolski said various forms of
attire are needed for the different
events of rush. 
“For the women, the first round
is somewhat dressy. The second
round is a little more informal,
because they might be doing some
philanthropic work, and then the
third round is the most formal. The
guys, however, are always more
informal,” he said.
If anyone is unsure about what
to wear, they can ask a member or
check the recruitment booklet they
will be given, Dudolski said.
The sororities recruit women
only once a year. However, if they
don’t meet their set quota, they
may be able to recruit at other
times during the year. Last year,
three sororities recruited members
during the school year, Dudolski
said.
Unlike sororities, fraternities
can recruit members at any time of
the year. This difference is due to
the different governing organiza-
tions for the men and women’s
councils.
Members of Greek Court will
be hosting a block party on Aug. 26
in the parking lot next to Carman
Hall. The party will give anyone
interested in rushing a chance to
meet greek students and to eat free
food. 
Dudolski stressed that there is
no commitment to join after attend-
ing the recruitment activities. 
“You can just come out, meet
some new people, and have a good
time. There is no commitment,” he
said.
File photo
A member of the Alpha Gamma Delta sorority pulls with all her might during
Greek Week. Greek rush begins in September for both fraternities and sorori-
ties.
Counseling Center helps
students with stress, issues
By Ursula Kutscheit
Staff writer
The Counseling Center is one of
the academic and student support
services that offers help to all stu-
dents enrolled at Eastern who are
struggling with personal issues.
In college life, students have to
take on more responsibility, have to
adapt to the new social life and
meet the requirements of classes.
If students are not feeling strong
enough to handle difficulties or
problems on their own, the
Counseling Center provides them
with a variety of services, all of
which are free and voluntary.
“The center’s staff consists of
six competent, experienced mental
health professionals dedicated to
the personal, social, and academic
development of Eastern’s students,”
said David Onestak, director of the
Counseling Center.
“Counseling is confidential.
Even the fact that a student is being
seen at the Counseling Center is
confidential, and information
shared during session will not be
transmitted to anyone without the
student’s written consent,” he said. 
“The only exception to these
strict rules of confidentiality occur
when disclosure is necessary to
protect the student or someone else
from imminent harm.”
Over 600 students visit the
Counseling Center every year.
The services offered by the
Center involve personal counseling,
crisis intervention, group counsel-
ing, workshops, consultation and
training.
Personal counseling is a short-
term treatment that gives the stu-
dent the possibility to explore freely
any personal problems.
“Concerns frequently presented
by students include relationship
problems, depression, being over-
whelmed by feelings of anxiety and
stress, eating disorders, and diffi-
culty adjusting to university life,”
Onestak said.
Students can make appoint-
ments with the receptionist at the
center both by phone and in person.
“At the first appointment, the
student and the counselor discuss
the issue that led the student to
schedule an appointment,” Onestak
said. “The counselor talks with the
student about how the center is best
able to provide the kind of help
needed and which staff member
would be most appropriate for
him.”
Counseling sessions are normal-
ly held weekly or bi-weekly and are
about 50 minutes long.
The counselors themselves do
not provide the solution, but assist
the students to figure out their own
solutions. If students do not feel
comfortable with a certain coun-
selor, they can ask to meet with a
different professional.
“Because of the small size of our
staff and the high demand for ser-
vices, students are limited to eight
individual counseling sessions per
semester and to a total of 32 ses-
sions during their enrollment at
Eastern,” Onestak said. “Students
who require additional assistance
will be referred to community
resources.”
The aim of the crisis interven-
tion is to help students experiencing
psychological emergencies such as
suicidal thoughts or major traumat-
ic events. The crisis intervention
service can be reached 24 hours a
day by calling the counselor at 581-
3413 and after hours by contacting
the University Police at 581-3212
or the Residential Life central staff.
In the frame of group counsel-
ing, the center offers students the
chance to talk about a specific prob-
lem. 
“Normally, groups range from
three to eight people who meet for
one-and-a-half hours on a weekly
basis over a period of several
weeks,” Onestak said.
“Topics include depression, eat-
ing disorders, grief and sexual
assault. Groups are offered on other
topics when our staff determines a
need among students or when stu-
dents request a particular subject.”
The group experiences can help
students to discover that others are
struggling with similar difficulties
and they hear ideas about how to
solve a particular problem. They
can learn to constructively express
their feelings and be encouraged by
the experience of supporting the
other members in the group.
The Counseling Center also pro-
vides educational programming on
mental health topics and workshops
called “Life Skills Seminars” to the
campus community. These work-
shops cover issues like stress man-
agement or coping with depression.
Students, friends or parents who
are concerned about the well-being
of others can, in person or by
phone, consult the Counseling
Center, Onestak said. The coun-
selor will help them develop ideas
for effectively assist the person cop-
ing with his problem.
Additionally, the Counseling
Center provides training and super-
vision to graduate students in the
Clinical Psychology and the
Educational Psychology and
Guidance programs.
“Counseling, most simply stat-
ed, is an interaction between a per-
son who is ‘stuck’ in some way and
in need of help, and another person
who is trained in helping people get
‘unstuck,’” Onestak said.
Therefore, it is not right at all
that only “crazy” people go to the
Counseling Center. 
“The center’s staff deals with the
normal concerns and problems of
normal college students,” Onestak
said.
Students can contact the coun-
seling center by calling 581-3413,
by dropping by Buzzard House or
by visiting their Web site at
www.eiu.edu/~counsctr/cslwelc.ht
ml.
Booth Library
adds 4,000 new
titles to collection
By Andrea Moore
Staff intern
About 4,000 new titles were
added to Booth Library’s collec-
tion recently.
The new titles, purchased from
book vendors, video suppliers,
and other sources, cover every
topic imaginable, including reli-
gion, science, medicine, agricul-
ture, history and
best-sellers. 
Many of the
titles were books
requested by faculty
for their course-
work, said Karen
Whisler, associate
professor of Booth
Library general
operation. Other
books and materials
were purchased
simply because they were consid-
ered useful for students. 
The new titles are not just
books that are filed away in the
stacks. Other materials added
include reference books, micro-
films, periodicals and media such
as videos, DVDs, audio CDs, and
CD-ROMs. Whisler mentioned
that many of the titles are federal
documents.
New titles are purchased all the
time to be added to the library. 
“We have a constant supply of
new materials,” she said.  “[But]
this was a big month.”
The 4,000 new titles have
already been catalogued and
added to the library’s other esti-
mated 926,000 titles. 
Brand new books are filed on
the new book shelf in front of the
reference desk
when they first
arrive. They are
kept there until
more new mater-
ial arrives, and
then they are
moved into the
stacks or the
appropriate area.
Right now the
new titles are
spread out
among the tem-
porary locations of McAfee
Gymnasium, Gregg Triad and
Booth West. These buildings are
being used while the main branch
of Booth Library is being renovat-
ed.
The titles will be moved to the
main branch when Booth reopens,
which is scheduled for January
2002.
“We have a constant supply
of new materials. But this
was a big month.
Karen Whisler,
assoc. professor of Booth Library
General operations
”
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Be a staff writer for 
the Daily Eastern News.
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by Buzzard Hall Room 1811.
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Tarble Arts Center offers more than art to students
David Lau
Staff intern
For students interested in the
arts, the Tarble Arts Center will
come to seem like a second home.
By participating in the center’s
many programs, students can
become easily immersed in the uni-
versity’s thriving artistic life.
Founded in 1982 to bring art to
the people, Tarble now functions
as the artistic hub of the universi-
ty. 
Exhibitions change approxi-
mately every six weeks. Upcoming
exhibitions in the fall include the
Illinois Ceramics Invitational and
Virtual Art from the Laboratory.
Illinois artists Gary Justis and
Andrew Young will have exhibi-
tions and an international children’s
exhibition is also planned. In addi-
tion, Tarble is sponsoring a bus trip
to view the Van Gogh and Gauguin
exhibition at the Art Institute of
Chicago on Nov. 10.
Every year, Tarble also sponsors
a faculty show, an all student show,
a graduate show and an area chil-
dren’s show.
The center’s exhibitions often
focus on multicultural art. Prior
exhibitions have showcased pre-
Columbian, Haitian and Cuban
art. The center also sponsors an
exhibit for Black History month.
Professors frequently bring stu-
dents to view these exhibitions
in order to supplement class-
work. 
Dave Pooley, Tarble registrar,
said the exhibits allow students to
“see something different.”
The center has over 1,000 pieces
of art in its permanent collection.
The collection features many
pieces of Illinois folk art. Paintings
from artists such as Grant Wood
and Paul Sargent are also included
in the collection. Tarble is always
looking for students to volunteer as
docents for the collection.
Throughout the year, Tarble
sponsors several non-credit classes
and workshops for students. Past
classes include beadmaking, water-
color, and ceramics.  
Chamber music concerts and
poetry readings are also held in
Tarble. For further information,
students can read the center’s
newsletter to learn about upcoming
events.
For students who want to find
out about current art news, Tarble
has a reading room stocked with the
latest art periodicals and books.
Tarble also has a gift shop featuring
art by regional artists.
During the school year, Tarble is
open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. on Saturday, and 1 to 4 p.m.
on Sunday. It is closed each
Monday and on holidays.
File photo
Students look at a chair on display as art during an exhibit last year at the Tarble Arts Center. Tarble offers many pro-
grams, concerts and displays that offer ways for students to explore their creative side.
•aromatherapy candles
•hundreds of unique candles
•grateful dead beanie bears
•stickers & patches
•soap by the slice
•door beads
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Immunizations
Just Call
The Tel-A-Nurse at 581-ASAP (2727)
for an appointment.
Immunizations
Diptheria/Tetanus (DT)
Measles, Mumps and Rubella (MMR)
Flu Shot
Typhoid
Hep. A  --  3 injections
Hep. B  --  3 injections
Meningitis
$5
$5
FREE
$40
$19/injection
$15/injection
$70
Other Prevention Services
available at the Health Service
TB Testing
Allergy Injections
Travel Consultation
FREE
$25/semester
FREE
Deadline for new student MMR & DT immunization compiance:  October 8, 2001
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Health services provide student with care, comfort
Christine Schlecht
Staff writer
Eastern’s Student Health Service
will start the new semester with a
well-prepared and good cooperat-
ing team.
“We have streamlined the pro-
vided services in a manner which
benefits our students,” said Lynette
Drake, director of health services.
The freshmen are already pro-
vided with information. With the
new Parent’s Guide, which is in the
folder given to parents during the
orientation that takes place during
the spring and summer for incom-
ing new fall students, Health
Services tried to make sure that par-
ents will be able to get quick and
concise information about the med-
ical assistance offered to their chil-
dren.
“The folder talks about the ser-
vices offered at Student Health
Services, costs of services, payment
options, immunizations and health
education programs,” Drake said.
“Our main purpose is to keep stu-
dents healthy and be successful aca-
demically.”
Sufficient staff makes sure that
the provided services are stream-
lined in a manner that benefits the
students. Four medical doctors,
seven registered nurses, two nurse
practioners, two medical techni-
cians in the laboratory, one phle-
botomist, a radiographer, a pharma-
cist and two pharmacy techs are
employed.
“For the most part that works,”
Drake said. “Sometimes people
have no access when it is too busy,
but we seem to be able to manage
with that staff.”
Some staff also rotate. As a
result, they are more likely to cope
with stress, she said. 
How will the staff be prepared
for the new fall semester and the
new students?
“In the fall, starting Aug. 1, we
will be re-orienting our staff with
changes that took place this sum-
mer,” Drake said. “Also, we will
start some in-service workshops
and programs on various aspects of
providing medical services.”
Students have always been part
of the staff. Student Health Services
has been employing students for
years now and has always made
good experiences with them. An
exchange of ideas even seems to
enhance the services.
“We have had a wonderful expe-
rience using students employees in
appropriate areas of the Heath
Service,” Drake said. “Many good
ideas and comments come from
these students which help us to pro-
vide better services each year.”
About 30 to 35 students are
employed at Student Health
Services. Some of them are pre-
med students, others study health
education.
“Some have a license to be a
pharmacy tech. They primarily
work the cash register in the phar-
macy. Moreover, they are allowed
to sign confidentiality papers. They
are bound of the same confidential-
ity as the staff.
“To provide confidence to the
student is imperative,” Drake said.
A great emphasis is made on
immunization. Proof of immunity
is required for diphteria and tetanus
(DT), and measles, mumps and
rubella (MMR). The deadline for
immunizations is Oct. 8. As proof
are accepted physicians or nurse
signed childhood immunization
forms, Drake said. Also, high
school or military immunization
records may accompany this form
as a verification of immunity.
“MMR and DT are required by
Illinois Law for all students enter-
ing any four year public institution
of higher education. These are the
same immunizations that were
required in high school.”
Meningitis vaccination is highly
recommended to new students,
because particularly freshmen, liv-
ing in residence halls are at a high-
er risk than the general population.
Vaccination is also recommended
for Hepatitis B and Varicella.
“We have immunization clinics
in the fall, such as flu shots, menin-
gitis and special clinic for interna-
tional students,” Drake said.
For the coming semester some
additional fees have changed. These
are fees that are not covered by the
general student fee, for example the
equipment, such as tape, band aids
and arm slings, and immunizations. 
During the fall semester the
Health Education unit will be orga-
nizing educational programs about
alcohol and drug problems, nutri-
tional analysis and women’s health,
a program which primarily deals
with educational instructions about
how to use birth control.
Students are always encouraged
to request their preferred provider
when making appointments with
the Tel-A-Nurse, a phone line at
Health Services operated by a nurse
and appointment clerk. 
The Tel-A-Nurse Service is
available through phone consulta-
tion Monday to Friday 7:30 a.m. to
6 p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. An after hours message directs
students according to their condi-
tion.
File photo
A student fills out information at the front desk of Health Services last year. Health Services offers a variety of treatments
and programs for students while they attend Eastern.
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For The Entire Family At
the Lowest Prices
(Add 10% off To Students)
CHECK US OUT!!!
618 JACKSON
CHARLESTON
348-5803
Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???
ADVERTISE!!!
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
What’s Available at the
Health Service
Medical Exams, Tel-A-Nurse Phone Triage, Lab & X-Ray Procedure, Pharmacy,
Immunizations, Women’s Health Exam’s, Allergy Injections, STD Exams, Over-the-
counter Medications, Splints, Slings, Crutches, TB Testing, Health Education
Resource Materials, HIV/AIDS Testing, Referals to Specialists, Pregnancy Testing,
Birth Control Consulting, Flu Shots
Call For Appointment  581-3013
Fall Hours:
Monday-Friday
7:30am-4:30pm...Regular hours
4:30pm-8:00pm...Nurse on duty
Saturday
10:00am-5:00pm...Nurse on duty
Health Service is available to all
full and part-time students
JUST 
CALL!!
Eastern Students--Welcome Back
COUPON Must present coupon to receive
balls.
Receivi e 1 F  ree B ucket of B  allsll
With Pi  urchase of 9 H   olel
Green F ee
Valid Monday-Friday only.
MEADOWVIEW GOLF COURSE 258-7888
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Panther card valuable to students Check for shots early
Jane Huh
Staff intern
Incoming freshmen for the
2001-2002 school year are required
to have immunization for diphthe-
ria/tetanus (DT), and measles,
mumps and rubella (MMR),
according to Health Services.
Students must send proof of
immunity to Health Services or
contact a nurse in the Health
Services Preventive Medicine
Department to receive the immu-
nization shots by the seventh
week of first semester. Failure to
do so will result in a $25 non-
compliance fee, according to
health services.
The DT and MMR shots are $5
each.
In addition to the required
immunizations, Health Services
recommends freshmen, especially
those who will live in campus, take
meningitis vaccinations. Health
Services offers meningitis vaccina-
tions for $70.
According to The American
College Health Association, fresh-
men living in dorms or residence
housing have a greater risk for
meningitis, an infectious bacterial
disease.
Other immunizations offered at
Health Services include flu shots,
typhoid, Hepatitis A and B and
varicella.  
For more information about
Eastern’s Health Services, pick up
the “Parent’s Guide” brochure and
other forms available at the Health
Services or by visiting their Web
site at  www.eiu.edu/~health/.
Stephanie Finney
Staff writer
As a new student at Eastern,
there is one thing students
should never leave home without
their Panther Card.
Susan Ames from the panther
card office said, “Not only is it the
official student identification card,
but your library card, meal
plan/dining dollars card, and on-
campus debit and ATM card.”
The Panther Card is a card with
many uses.
One use is Panther cash, where
students can  put up to $100 at a
time on their card and use it for on-
campus purchases.
“No more searching for change
for laundry, copy machines, vend-
ing machines and even lunch,” she
said.
The Panther Card works as a
debit card when swiped, giving stu-
dents a current balance. The card
also gives a 10 percent discount on
Pepsi products when used as
Panther cash in on-campus vending
machines.
Another use for the card is as a
debit and ATM card when students
have a Panther checking account
through First Mid-Illinois Bank and
Trust.
Students should not lose their
Panther card because the cash on
the card is non-refundable.
“Panther cash is not an on-line
account, so there is no way to can-
cel a card until you find it, however,
your debit/ATM card is pin based
through the bank, so you have no
loss of the money on your account,”
Ames said.
Money also can be put on the
Panther card as dining dollars to use
toward student meal plans.
Students are issued their Panther
Card as they start at Eastern, and
this is the only free card given to
students.
If the card is lost, the replace-
ment card is $10 and a new card is
$20.
Students with questions and
comments can contact the
Panther Card office located in the
telecommunications office at
581-6596.
Lube
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Coles County
Health Department
Free and Anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing available by
appointment only.  
Ask for Joyce or Judy
Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30 Ph: Mattoon 258-0830
Charleston 348-0530825 18th St.
Fine Food, Fine Cigars
Fine Beer, Wine & Spirits
Fine Friends & Atmosphere
Come...Let us Change your Attitude!!
Beer, Liquor, Wine
Games, Entertainment
Pool & More
Nightly Specials
Open For Lunch & Dinner Mon-Sat 11am to 1am
“Baby Back Ribs Our Specialty”
408-410 Sixth Street Charleston Il, 61920
348-8018
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Studying abroad gives new
insights for Eastern students
Ursula Kutscheit
Staff writer
Study Abroad gives all students
enrolled at Eastern the opportunity
to study in a foreign country and
experience another way of life.
Every year about 100 students
take part in the various programs to
go abroad offered by Eastern. 
Lea Creekmur, a senior zoology
and premed major, and her sister
Allison, an English major are two
of the participants. Last fall they
spent three months in Nice, France
and are full of enthusiasm when
thinking back to their stay. 
“We both studied at a language
school called Alpha B,” Lea
Creekmur said. “The classes we
took were all in French ... and we
discussed a lot about our culture,
because there were students there
from all over the world.
“We made good friends with a
guy from Basel, Germany and with
one from Switzerland who even
invited us to spend a weekend with
his family,” she said. “Besides, we
had a lot of opportunities to travel -
through Italy, Germany,
Switzerland and France.”
Traveling and making new
friends are not the only advantages
of study abroad. Students widen
their outlook on the world by get-
ting to know other cultures and
lifestyles and by learning a foreign
language.
“Professionally, students will
obviously be much stronger if they
can demonstrate their ability to par-
ticipate and thrive in a global econ-
omy,” said Allison Witt, coordinator
of Education Abroad. “And of
course, the personal benefits are
probably even greater. The experi-
ence of living in a foreign country
changes a person’s life forever in so
many positive ways.”
Students can go abroad any time
(Fall, Spring or Summer semester)
and stay from one month to one
year.
“They can apply by going to the
Web site of International Programs,
or they apply directly to the foreign
school,” Witt said.
In the frame of one-to-one
exchanges, students pay their regu-
lar tuition and fees at Eastern and
then can attend the foreign schools
in countries such as France,
Hungary, Australia, Wales, Sweden
or the Netherlands.
Special exchange agreements
exist with the University of
Cologne, Germany, the
University of Passau, Germany,
the Senzoku Gakuen College,
Japan and the University of
Innsbruck, Austria.
“Besides that, students can
attend any university in the world
and transfer the credits back to
Eastern as long as the courses they
will take are approved in advance,”
Witt said.
Another program, Student
Teaching Overseas, provides stu-
dents with the opportunity to give
lessons in local or international
schools in Australia, Canada,
Ecuador, England, Germany,
Holland and other countries.
Participants should have completed
all the prerequisites at Eastern and
should apply not later than the mid-
dle of their junior year. 
“Students can use regular finan-
cial aid for study abroad,” Witt said.
“Additional sources of funding are
available too, depending on the
country choice and school.”
“Students should definitely
make the extra effort to go study
abroad. You do not know how
much you are missing till you go
and get a glimpse,” Creekmur
said. “Students should go with an
open and flexible attitude and
remind themselves that it is not
the United States and they cannot
expect the people to act like
Americans.
“Every country has its own
unique style,” she said. “That is
what makes going abroad such a
wonderful eye-opening experience.
It truly changes you. You gain a
broader perspective.
“I would do it again in a heart-
beat,” Creekmur said. “Now back
in the United States, I am already
planning when I can go explore
again. ... I really loved it!”
Those interested in study abroad
can visit the home page at
www.eiu.edu/~edabroad or call
Allison Witt at 581-3390.
I would do it again in a
heartbeat. Now back in the
United States, I am already
planning where I can go
explore again.
Lea Creekmur
Senior, zoology major
”
“
Legal services offer
landlord, legal advice
Christine Schlecht
Staff writer
The Student Legal Service is
open to help students with land-
lord problems and other legal
problems.
The services include advice and,
in certain circumstances, court rep-
resentation. However, this kind of
representation usually involves off-
campus housing matters, said Steve
Davis, coordinator of the Student
Legal Service.
The service also includes off-
campus cases, like wanting to get
out of a lease, not getting the secu-
rity deposit back from the landlord
after the lease is ended, repair
problems that are not being han-
dled by the landlord in a timely or
adequate manner, and roomate
problems.
What are the most common
cases?
The most numerous legal issues
students visit the office to be helped
with are those involving drinking
charges, such as under-age con-
sumption, being in a bar under the
age of 21 or driving while under the
influence of alcohol, Davis said.
Especially problems between
students and landlords can become
very difficult cases sometimes,
because it is hard to find out which
side is to be blamed.
“Both sides tell the story most
favorable to themselves, and it is
often difficult to tell what the truth
is,” Davis said.
Trouble comes from both parts,
the landlord’s as well as the stu-
dent’s. Some students tend not to
treat the property the way they
would their parent’s home. On the
other hand, some landlords try to
keep as much of the security
deposit as possible, even if they
overstate the amount of damage
and cleaning the students were
responsible for, he said.
“Also, most leases contain an
attorney fee clause that provides
that if the issue over the rental end
up in court and the landlord wins,
the student will have to pay the
landlord’s fee,” Davis said.
Those fees can easily add up to
$1,500 or more.
Other kinds of legal issues stu-
dents visit the office with are
employment problems, financial
problems and other kinds of crimi-
nal or city ordinance problems than
those mentioned above.
“Usually, I am called on to help
the student determine, if there is a
legal defense to such as police
charges, or, if the student should
simply plead guilty and accept the
penalty,” Davis said. “In some situ-
ations involving police charges,
there are optional dispositions the
student can choose from some
being better for their future
record.”
The Student Legal Service is
open Monday to Friday 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and closed from noon to
1 p.m. 
It is best for students to call for
appointments at 581- 6054. Walk-
ins will also be taken if possible. 
Student Legal Services is
located in Room 318 of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
VICTORIA’S HANGUPS & BRIDAL SHOPPE
An Authorized Discount Bridal Service Representative
n Bridal Gowns 
n Veils, Accessories & more n Bridesmaids & Flowergirl Dresses
n Mother of the Bride n Carlton Craft Invitations--25% off
n Formal, Prom & Pageant Dresses
We work with 400 Fashion Designers & Specialize in Plus Sizes - 32
Visit our two floors of great consignment clothing; career & casual ladies fashions
Bridal Shoppe open to browse Tue-Fri 10-5 & Sat 10-3  Try on by appointment
Call for information on saving 20-40% on Designer Bridal & Formal Fashions
820 Broadway, Mattoon (217)235-2525
A Branch of The First National Bank in Toledo
1415 18th Street P.O. Box 500
Charleston, Illinois 61920
Phone (217) 345-4060
“Community Banks Serving Your Community”
ECLIPSE
Hair & Body
610 W. Lincoln Ave., Suite B
Charleston, Il 61920
Open Mon-Sat (217)348-6700 Advertise.
STRESSED about how
you’re going
to pay the
rent???
Advertise
and make
money!!!
Need money for
clothes?
Advertise in the Daily Eastern
News and make money! 
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Poteete Property Rentals
We’ve got what you’re 
Looking For!!!
Great Locations!
2-6 Person Houses Available
24 Hour Maintenance
Recent Renovations
Most Houses Have Washers & Dryers
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments
Most with water and trash paid
Come and see us on the web at:
Poteeterentals.com
We have lists available at the office.  Stop in
and get one.
930 Lincoln (217) 345-5088
Come experience workshop with us at Wesley United
Methodist Church!
2206 4th Street--Across from 
Lawson Hall
Sunday Morning worship--8:30 & 11:00
Sunday School for all ages 
from 9:50-10:40
For more information on Wesley, call the church office at
345-3917
Directing Pastor--Rev. Dale Beck
Associate Pastor--Rev. Ron Bartlow
Where Y O U are always welcome!
“The Coles County Diamond Connection”
634 W. Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, IL
217-348-8340
The
Daily
Eastern
News
After reading
Please 
Recycle
it!
Thinking of
ways to make
money???
One ad in the
Daily Eastern
News Classified
will make
moneyfor
you!
Advertise.
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1. Old Main
2. Blair Hall
3. Pemberton Hall
4. Physical Science Building
5. Student Services Building
6. Facilities Planning and Management Complex
7. Power Plant
8. McAfee Gym
9. Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
10. Booth House
11. Telephone and Security Building
12. Buzzard House
13. Clinical Services Building
14. Fine Arts Center
15. Ford Hall
16. McKinney Hall
17. Weller Hall
18. Gregg Triad
19. Booth Library
20. Building #2
21. Thut Greenhouses
22. Life Scienc Building
23. Buzzard Hall
24. Klehm Hall
25. Coleman Hall
26. Taylor Hall
27. Thomas Hall
28. Andrews Hall
29. Lawson Hall
30. Lantz Building
31. Lincoln-Stevenson-Douglas Halls
32. Brainard House
33. University Apartments
34. Carman Hall
35. O’Brien Field
36. Phipps Lecture Hall
37. Tarble Arts Center
38. East Hall.
39. Ninth Street Hall
40. Greenwood School
41. Lumpkin Hall
42. Greek Court
43. Burl Ives Art Studio Hall
44. Linder House
45. University Court
46. African-American Cultural Center
47. Student Recreation Center
Campus Guide
V e r g e
Matt Rennels
verge editor
“0 to 4 and no more.”
Is this a slogan showcasing the speed and raw
power of a Geo Metro? Or is it the answer to the infa-
mous question which asks how many Beatles it takes to
screw in a light bulb?
You’re guess is as good as mine. The answer is in
the hands of the people at Sonor, the group responsible
for spreading this mysterious riddle.
Sonor was founded by ten volunteer students,
who with the help of funding from the Illinois Department
of Transportation, wanted to break the fallacy created by
college drinking myths.
“Everybody thinks that college students are binge
drinkers,” begins Sonor member Brooke Anderson, “but
the majority of students are not.”
Last year it was Sonor’s responsibility to get the
7th Street Underground up and running. Located in the
Rathskellar’s former location, the Underground was pro-
vided to help accomodate Eastern with what it seemed
to lack, which was a comfortable social atmosphere with-
out an entry age.
“We wanted to promote the 7th Street
Underground so we can have an environment for stu-
dents of all ages,” said member Steve Baran.
Recently Sonor teamed up with Eastern’s concert
promoter, the University Board, to help book the acts
while Sonor takes care of the advertising half of it.
“We have a lot of potential to do some good things
with this,” said UB member Caleb Judy.
For starters the UB is booking acts on the week-
end, mapping out all Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays
with local bands and comedians. This is a different
approach from last year’s trial run of Tuesday and
Entertainment,
leaving 
history behind
Saturday.18.01.2001
See Seventh Street
Page 4C
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Everyone is Welcome at
FIRST WEEK’S ACTIVITIES
The Wesley Foundation
Friday, August 17,
10:00pm-1:00am
LIGHTHOUSE, our bar alternative 
will be open for dancing, meeting 
old and new friends, snacks, etc.
Saturday, August 18,
3:00pm
ICE CREAM SUNDAE PARTY
Sunday, August 19,
5:30pm
FREE SUNDAY SUPPER COOK-OUT,
followed by Praise Time
The Wesley Foundation
2202 4th Street (across 4th St. from Lawson Hall)
For more information or if you need a ride, contact us at 348-8191 or 345-3455.
or e-mail at csts@eiu.edu  World Wide Web:  http://www.WesleyFoundationeiu.org
Monday, August 20,
6:00pm
GAMES AND TALENT NIGHT
Wednesday, August 22,
9:30pm
COMMUNION.
This is an informal time where we sing w/ our
Praise Band F.O.A.M.share, and celebrate the
Lord’s Supper   together. ICE CREAM AFTER.
Friday, August 24,
7:00am
PANCAKES & PASSAGES.
Come over for breakfast,
followed by a brief devotion.
LIGHTHOUSE 10:00pm-1:00am
DARE TO BE 
DIFFERENT!!
JUST SPENCE’S
RESALE 60’S & 70’S
STYLE CLOTHING &
ACCESSORIES
AND
CURRENT STYLES
1148 6TH ST. CHARLESTON
Hours: Tues-Sat. 1:30-5:00pm
PH: 345-1469 We Buy Too!!
Owner: Linda R. Spence
Donna’s Cleaners
Now Offering Laundry Service
$5.25 Per 15 lbs.
10% off Dry Cleaning
704 Jackson 345-3454
•We Separate and Fold Your Loads
•Quick Turnaround Service
•Full Service Cleaners 
•Pick Up & Delivery Service Available
Reserve a Mini-Fridge For As Low As $49.00
for Entire Academic Year!
EIU delivery: August 23rd, 24th
Pemberton 9 - 10 am
Lincoln, Douglas, Stevenson 10 -11 am
Ford, McKinney,Weller 11 am - 12 pm
Taylor, Lawson 12 - 1 pm
Thomas,Andrews 1 - 2 pm
Carman 2 - 3 pm
East Hall 3 - 4 pm
Carlyle Rentals 820 Lincoln Ave.
217 - 348 - 7746
3 Sizes Available
9 - 5 M-F   9 - 3 Sat.
University Baptist Church
Sun. Worship 8&10:40a.m.
Sun. Bible Study 9:30a.m.
Wed. Worship 7:00p.m. 
345-2086
Your Church Home Away From Home
Health Service Pharmacy
M-F 8am-4:30pm  581-7779
Oral Contraceptives -$15 per month-
Depo-Pr overa Injection -$45-
Lunelle -$23-
We will accept or transfer your doctor’s prescription!  Call for
brands in stock.
We accept cash, check, Panther Debit Card, or bill to your
university account!
The Furniture Shoppe
503 Jefferson Ave. Chas.
Buying & S  elling
Used F urniture
Ph: (217)345-9424
Hrs: M-F 8:30-4:30
Sat: 9:00-1:00pm
Advertise ====
More $$$$$$$$$
more business
more $$$$$$$$$$
Advertise
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Business Operations
Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30pm
Sat & Sun Closed
Student Employment
Family Weekend
581-3616/3617
Copy Express
Mon-Thurs 7:30am-10:00pm
Friday 7:30am-5:00pm
Saturday Noon-4:00
Sunday 4:00am-10:00pm
Copies
Full Color Copies
High Speed Duplicating
Typing/Resume Service
Engraving/Signs/Name Tags
Laminating
Signs/Banners
Matting & Framing
Greek Paddles
Fax Service - (217) 581-7064
581-3820
Lobby Shop
Snack Foods & Beverages
Newspapers
Candy
Film Developing
Mon-Thurs 8:00am-8:00pm
Fri 8:00am-5:00pm
Sat 10:00am-4:00pm
Sun 1:00pm-10:00pm
581-8314
Services
Bus Service
Special Event Tickets
581-5122
Hair Salon
581-7148/3616
Services (Cont.)
Study Lounges
TV Lounges
Campus Scheduling
Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30pm
Sat & Sun Closed
Meeting/Conferences
581-3861
Bowling Lanes
Closed For Renovations
Bookstore
Mon-Thur 8:00am-8:00pm
Friday 8:00-4:30
Saturday 10:00am-4:00pm
Sunday 1:00pm-5:00pm
Gifts
EIU Clothing
School & Art Supplies
Greek Merchandise
Computers & Software
Beanie Babies
Greeting Cards
Parcel Shipping Service 
Fax Service (217)581-6625
(217) 581-5821
Food
Panther Catering
581-5326/6082
Restaurants
Chick-fil-A
Subway
Connie’s Pizza
TCBY Treats (coming in the fall)
Special Events
Family Weekend Oct. 26-28
581-3616
Union Craft Show Nov. 9-11
581-3820/5334
Entertainment
7th Street Underground
East Wing-Basement Level
Campus Banking Facility
during the regular school year
Mon.-Fri. 10:00am-4:00pm, Sat. Noon-3:00pm
Summer Hours May vary
217-345-8340
www.firstmid.com
Member FDIC
w.w.w.eiu.edu/~union/
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Saturday night booking. 
To mix things up, the
Underground will provide three
different series. 
The first series, known
as the main stage series, will con-
sist of local and regional acts, and
will be on Friday and Saturday
nights.
To keep all of you club-
bers happy, every Thursday night
will evolve around the club
series, each night with a different
theme, ranging from 80’s night to
disco night, complete with a DJ
to keep the clubbers moving.
And finally, on every
other Tuesday at lunch time will
be a good time to sip some coffee
and take in some acoustic perfor-
mances, as this will have the
theme of a coffee house. The first
acoustic performer to start things
out will be regional acoustic per-
former Rusty Bladens, kicking
things off on August 28.
“We usually bring in
quality stuff out to campus and
people don’t realize it,” warns
Judy.
The quality stuff that
Judy mentions here includes
mainstage acts such as ska band
Penny and the Loafers, to kick
things off on August 25. Then on
the 15th of September an act
known as Diva Bands is to take
the stage, which is comprised of
four girls, each performing their
own set for forty minutes.
Saturday, September 22
Charleston rock outfit The Last
Resorts will play to their home-
town crowd. And filling out the
rock acts for the month of
September will be 72 Hours.
Steve Baran mentioned
that the 7th Street Underground
wants to be as diverse as possible
through providing karaoke, DJ’s
and bands. Baron also assured us
that they will continue including
improv comedy.
So if you feel the need
to laugh off a rough test or a bad
meal via the dining service, then
drop on by as the UB will be
booking plenty of comedian acts
for your listening pleasure.
On August 24 New York
comedian Eric Nieves will be
making an appearance at the
Underground. On September 21
they will be bringing in comedian
Craig Giraldo. 
Looking forward to
October, on the 19th will be
comic Eric O’Shea, who has per-
formed here and been successful
in the past and has appeared on
Comedy Central in the past.
The entire 7th Street
Underground group is looking
very forward to the opening of
the newly renovated food court,
at which point the temporary
food court located in the under-
ground will move out, freeing
up plenty of space ideal for mak-
ing it a more comfortable atmos-
phere.
What better way to pro-
mote yourself than by giving out
free stuff? Last year Sonor gave
out such free items as coffee
mugs and notepads with the orga-
nizations name and slogan on
them, and the giveaways won’t
stop there, as they are planning
more upcoming giveaways hand-
ing out such items as shirts, fris-
bees and gift certificates as well.
The 7th Street
Underground is currently looking
for DJ’s for their club series and
for someone to run the open mic
for the coffee house series.
Seventh Street
Continued from page 1C
Jason Mule
staff writer
Ah yes - sweet, sweet summertime. A time for baking in the red-hot glare of the
sun. A time for having nothing better to do than looking forward to the fall, at
which time you will want it to be summer again. 
Along the way you’re gonna need some tunes to listen to while baking up nice and crispy.
All of these albums remind me of summertime in one way or another, ideal for poolside lis-
tening and beer ‘n brat cookouts.
1. Queens of the Stone Age - Rated R
“Rated R” is quite possibly the best rock
album you’ve never heard.  
Released in June of 2000, this has continu-
ously been in my stereo ever since. It’s a smor-
gasbord of riffs and trance inducing psychedel-
ic rock/metal that seems to
always have a beer by its side and a smoldering
cigarette in its mouth. The Queens have pro-
duced a quasi-classic rock masterpiece that
reveals some new detail with every listen, kick-
ing your ass in the process. 
The first song, the appropriately titled “Feel
Good Hit of the Summer”, is enough in and of
itself to demand a listening and a place on this list. Starting softly, the song’s
lyrics – nothing more than a laundry list of drugs repeated endlessly- build into a triumphant
chorus that’ll have you air-guitaring all over the place.
Singer/guitarist Josh Homme’s dazed vocals perfectly accentuate the hard,
melodic sounds of his songs, most noticeably in “The Lost Art of Keeping a Secret”, “Leg
of Lamb” and “I Think I Lost My Headache”. It’s smart, funny, and it rocks. So Hard.
2. Prince & The Revolution - Purple Rain
Yeah, that’s right. I think it’s cause
my neighbor used to beat the hell out of
this when I was in the fifth grade –
years after its release, but I didn’t know
that from the GI Joes I was playing with
in my ditch. 
The purple one himself serves a
steaming plate of sexually ambiguous
and flat out horny songs that transcend
the dreaded decade from which they
come. ‘take me with u” is pure bliss, a
seduction hymn that’s upfront and
heartfelt without being sappy. “The
Beautiful Ones”, an ode to the power-
lessness felt by the less attractive of two
mates, is a slow teaser that has probably
been played at strip clubs since it’s
release. Not that I would know.
3. Beck - Odelay
Released at the beginning of the summer in 1996, ‘Odelay’ still holds up five years later.
The upbeat and funny vibe on the album (produced by ‘Paul’s Boutique’ heroes The Dust
Brothers) sounds like a house party on acid, but with no shortage of head-bobbing beats
that’ll make you want to pop and lock like Beck himself. 
There’s a reason he used to do the robot onstage when tour-
ing for this album – it’s funky as hell. Not to mention goofy and
outlandish. If the country-fried funk of “Readymade” doesn’t
make you groove, you don’t have a pulse. 
“Jackass” is ideal for floating around in the pool, while
“Novacane” might cause even the most uncoordinated dude to
bust a move. Summertime is for bugging out, and this is a bug-
out album extraordinaire.
The top five albums to help heat up your summer
Jason’s top five Matt’s top five
Matt Rennels
Verge editor
I like four things in life. Baseball, girls, summer and music. So for the sake of combining
things I like, let me fill you in on my favorite summer albums. Look in the next issue for my
favorite baseball girls.
1. Weezer - Self Titled
Have a seat on your hammock, reach out to
grab that glass of lemonade, slip off your flip-
flops, and pop in Weezer’s self-titled debut album,
the ultimate fun in the sun album I can think of.
Back in 1994 the young  driven foursome
charmed the mainstream market with such sum-
mer fun pop song nuggets as ‘Buddy Holly,’ ‘Say
It Ain’t So’ and ‘The Sweater Song.’
But the ingredients to the perfect summer
album certainly didn’t stop there.
Weezer’s debut, appropriately dubbed ‘The
Blue Album’, had several strong album tracks,
such as “In The Garage,” “My Name Is Jonas” and
“Surf Wax America.”
If your previous summers have been without
the aid of ‘the blue album’, then you have yet to
truly experience this season in the sun.
2. Tom Petty - Wildflowers
Tom Petty has always written the most
infectious pop songs, finely crafted on a fine line
balanced between heart and soul. 
No matter what, you can be certain that
Tom will deliver a fine summer album perfect for
passing the time in the heat. Without the help of
his friends who were busy breaking hearts, he
dished out a perfect album on every scale, espe-
cially the one of summer proportions.
It all starts with a refreshing start, the
title track ‘Wildflowers’, bringing the album into
a state of sincere simplicity, necessary on any
Tom Petty release. 
With summer anthems like “You Don’t
Know How It Feels,” “It’s Good To Be King” or
the gritty heat accompanied “Honey Bee,” this album is an essential piece of any summer col-
lection.
3. G Love and Special Sauce - Yea It’s That Easy
What do you get when you mix blues, hip-hop,
and seventies soul? An ideal summer record.
Philadelphia native G Love struck gold when
he spiced up his unique blend of styles with a huge
helping of soul fresh from a few decades back. 
This new recipe, created by frontman G, devel-
oped a summertime album worthy of credit sizing
decadent proportions, or at least a purchase from
your local retailer.
“Yea, It’s That Easy,” is one of those albums
that can immediately
draw you into the sum-
mer perspective in no
time flat. The perfect
remedy for any winter-
time depression, assured to make those arctic breezes disappear only to
be replaced by ultra-violet rays and sand castles, oh yes.
Continued on page 6CContinued on page 7C
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The Lighthouse provides another option for students
Shane Reichart
Staff writer
The Lighthouse, a bar alterna-
tive and a dance club, will be open-
ing its doors at 10 p.m., Friday,
Aug. 17.
The dance floor is equipped with
special effects lighting, mirrors and
psychedelic images projected on
one of their two big-screen TVs.  
Located across Fourth Street
from Lawson Hall, The Lighthouse
has been Eastern’s answer to the bar
situation in Charleston since 1988.  
But don’t think that the fact that
it’s been successful for so long
means it’s outdated. No ma’am,
they have recently undergone
remodeling to accommodate for
their growing attendance.
Remodeling isn’t where the
improvements stop, either. Tony
Soper, the director of the
Lighthouse, said they are currently
updated their 750 watt sound sys-
tem, which delivers a wide variety
of non-stop music until they close
at 1:00 p.m. The house D.J.’s also
have, (drum-roll please) a request
list.
This means that you don’t have
to hear “The Macarena” and “Who
Let the Dogs Out” all night long
(unless, of course, you want to).
Perhaps other reasons that the
attendance at The Lighthouse aver-
ages over 100 college students are
the various other activities for all to
enjoy. 
Above The Lighthouse, in the
Wesley Foundation, there is a pool
table, a foosball table, ping-pong,
board games, and the list goes on.
Or when you’ve busted your move
and just want to take it easy, grab a
snack and a non-alcoholic drink at
the concession stand, and kick back
on a couch in front of the other big-
screen TV.
The Lighthouse touches the
need for a no-alcohol environment
on Eastern’s campus, Soper said.
But heres the shocker: It’s
absolutely free!  Run by volunteers,
and open to everyone, this is defi-
nitely something to check out.
Other activities at the Wesley
Foundation include: on
Sundays, free suppers; on
Mondays, conversational Bible
study; on Tuesdays, Fireside
Chats with Tony Soper; on
Wednesday, Powerlight - a devo-
tional service featuring a Praise
band - 9:15 p.m.; and plenty
more activities throughout the
year, like small groups and mis-
sions work trips.
If you have any questions you
can reach Tony at work: 348-
8191 or via e-mail at:
csts@eiu.edu.
The Lighthouse provides a dance-oriented bar alternative, free of any charge.
photo courtesy of The Lighthouse
Welcome to
MARTY’S
Your home away from
home for fun, food, and
cold beer
Live DJ
Big Scr een
TV
Daily Lunch &
Beverage Specials
Bands An EIU Tradition Since 1973
21 to Enter Open 11am
First Presbyterian Church
Corner of 7th and Madison Sts.
Sunday Worship:  10:00 Summer
10:30 School Year
6:00 2nd Contemporary 
Service
Sunday School: 9:00p.m.
Nursery Available
FREE GAME
One Free Round of miniature golf with
one paid round of miniature golf.
Offer good M-Th; expires end of 2001 season.
You can rent Putt-N-Swing,
the Rotary Pool, or both for your
group!
Call the Charleston Parks &
Recreation Department at
345-6897.
Trim,Tone & Tan 
Keep your summer tan with us
First tan as a freshman is FREE!!
All others Buy 1, Get 1 Free--Bring Coupon
904 Lincoln Ave. 348-5206
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COME!
TO THE SQUARE
“WHERE THE BOOKS ARE!”
NEW & USED
CLASSIC! CONTEMPORARY!
Paperback! Hardback!
New Age! Poetry!
Sports! Cookbooks!
Kids Books! Art Books!
CARDS! WRAP! POSTERS!
FAST!  FREE!  ORDERING! 
P LUS
OUR FIRST WEEK SALE
10% OFF ALL YOU BUY!
(No Used or Layaway)
THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP
North Side of the Square
M/F 12-6pm, S 12-4pm, 345-6070
Twice Is Nice, Cont’d.
516 6th St. Charleston 
345-5908
Furnish Your
Entire Home From
Floor To Ceiling!!
Beds 
Chests
Tbl & Chairs
Dinettes
Dressers
Dishes
Household Goods
Bell’s Flower Corner
1335 Monroe
345-3919
Fresh Flowers 
Plants
Balloons
Stuffed Animals
Bridgewater Candles
Advertise.
Matt’s picks, Continued from 4C
4. Beck - Odelay
It was the middle of summer in 1996. I had just gotten my drivers
license and Ian inherited 1993 maroon Dodge Spirit, a car that can be
labeled a sweet ride without the slightest reservation.
But I found if you’re going to have a sweet ride, you’re certainly going
to need a sweet album to complement it.
And I was in luck. It just so happened that Beck, the newest father of
funk himself, had just finished his work with fellow masterminds the Dust
Brothers on his new record ‘Odelay’, especially for me and my honey
wagon, the Dodge Spirit.
How could he have gone wrong with the kick-back to 70’s soul and the
introduction to such modern-day funk. Without his genius craftwork and
brilliant experimentation, this album wouldn’t have been the landmark
saving grace it was.
5. Cake - Motorcade of Generosity
Cake. A band that
can do no wrong as far as
I’m concerned. 
It all started with
their debut release in 1994,
‘Motorcade of
Generosity’, perhaps not
their best album, but cer-
tainly their greatest piece
of work for the sake of
summer. 
Along with their
unique lounge stylings,
Cake fine-tunes their
music with fun careless
lyrics, grabbing you
enough to make you think,
but without making you take your mind into a frenzy. Mccrea simply lets
you just sit back and take it in.
And isn’t that what this season is all about?
On ‘Motorcade of Generosity’, the songs are created with an intention
of running alongside sunburns and baseball. Between John McCrea’s
smooth girl-provoked voice, the sweet glistening trumpet fills, and the
unmatched guitar work of Greg Brown, filling me with joy every time he
strikes a note on that thin, dirty guitar sound that Cake is so well known
for.
‘Motorcade’ is a great introduction to Cake’s fresh sound, and it’s even
better for the thick unbearable heat of summer, certainly worth your
money or computer space.
On
Note
That
Who wants to squaredance??. . .
Matt Rennels can be reached for
any questions or comments at
Just_A_Squirrel@hotmail.com
matt rennels
verge editor
Well pack your bags, ‘cause you’re coming to EIU.
Oh yes, the peaceful, relaxing university, far away
from all the hustle and bustle of that aggravating col-
lege strife. So the only thing between you and your
studies will be a few chickens, maybe even a duck or
two.
Eastern Illinois University, thoughtfully placed in
the sleepy town of Charleston, Ill. Complete with Floyd
at the barbershop, Andy and Barney at the sheriff
department, and Aunt B cooking up chicken n’
dumplins for you and your roommate in your dorm-
room.
Charleston is ready to accommodate all of your uni-
versity needs without acknowledging the fact that there
is actually a university in the area. And it will be about
as likely to find Chinatown around here than any sort of
campus town.
Alright, so Chucktown is really not that bad. Upon
entering the place you may have to pull over and wait
for the cows to clear the road, but is that really so bad?
And you may want to start sharpening the family
pitchfork right now, because come 5 a.m. Monday
morning you don’t want to be caught at the mandatory
hay bailing hour with a dull pitchfork. You’d be the
laughing stock of all the kids in the dorm.
As for the dorm food here, I’ve got one quick easy
word for you - Grits.
Don’t worry, I’ll stop messing with you. The
mandatory hay bailing hour is really at 6 a.m. And the
rooster has an extra hearty set of pipes to get your day
started
Charleston is actually a really nice place and I hope
it is able to accommodate you as your home.
As for the explanation of how the nightlife is here, a
question that is undoubtedly on a majority of you’re
minds, I will start by assuring you that there is nothing
that has to do with cows, unless of course cow tipping
is your flavor, in which case you will be more than
happy.
Aside from cow tipping, EIU’s nightlife is certainly
adequate. It could use a few more options as to what to
do, but who is content with their hometown’s list of
recreational possibilities? Like I always say, give me a
rock and a window and I couldn’t be any happier.
It’s a sad fact that Eastern hasn’t had any main-
stream rock act in the area since L.A. Guns, But you
will get a nice variety of jug bands to play for the area.
Eastern does have a nice assortment of bars for
you’re particular style. Whether you are looking for a
good bar to dance at, a nice bar to sit at, or even a bar
to, well, drink at, then you’re in luck.
What is it with people complaining that there is
nothing to do all the time anyway? Those same people
who constantly criticize the lack of entertainment are
the same people who could have Bon Jovi playing in
their back yard but they choose the comfort of their
own Lazy Boy to drink with friends.
Aside from what some people might say, Charleston
certainly is not a bad place. Alongside plenty of color-
ful city folk and their wacky antics, you will be provid-
ed with an opportunity for plenty of memories and fun.
There is one pleasant surprise waiting to be discov-
ered by all newcomers, and that is the massive amount
of campus currently under construction. 
All this summer the city workers and sunburnt con-
struction workers have been creatively decorating the
campus with rent-a-fences. They attempt to express
themselves through breathtaking chain link fences
which surround awe-inspiring dirt and chopped con-
crete.
Whereas last year I was somewhat annoyed by all
the construction, I’ve found myself become more and
more fond of it, as we are becoming better and better
friends. When I have to walk five minutes out of my
way three or four times on the way home from class, I
can’t help but bring a smile to my face. 
But aside from construction and
squaredances, (a great combination waiting to happen),
you will be entering your new home of Charleston the
third weekend of August whether you like it or not. So
go find yourself a nice wheelbarrow, ‘cause your gonna
need it.
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www.firstmid.com Equal Housing LenderMember FDIC 
Enjoy the 
Convenience of
To open a Panther Checking
account, visit the EIU Campus
Banking Center in the University
Union. 
First Mid is Your On-campus 
Banking Center!
Get Panther Checking and make 
your Panther Card an ATM 
card and more!
• No minimum balance
• No monthly fee
• Free checks to start your account
• 10 free check transactions per month ($.50 each thereafter)
• Free ATM access on-campus and at more than 25 
First Mid ATMs across Illinois
• Free Internet Banking (Bill Payment available for small fee)
• Free Telephone Banking
• Direct Deposit (must be offered by your employer)
Located in the University Union
Hours: M-F 10-4, Sat. Noon-3
Banking hours may vary for summer, 
holidays and breaks.
Phone: (217) 345-8340
345-STIX
Welcome Back Studentsl   
Come in for:
Food
New Games
Drinks & Fun AdvertiseIT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO
SHOUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
READY TO
THROW
YOU OUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU NEED TO
DO,
ONE AD IN THE
DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY
FOR YOU!
Making history,
living
A
Dream
Sara Figiel
Photo illustration by
SPORTS
Saturday, August 18, 2001
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Panther football looks to championship
Staff report
Three Eastern Illinois University
football games will be televised live
this fall on Fox Sports South, the
nation’s largest regional cable
sports network.
Two of the telecasts will be
home games vs. Tennessee Tech on
Saturday, Sept. 29, and Saturday,
Nov. 17, vs. Murray State. Both
kick off at 2:30 central time.
The Panthers first Ohio
Conference game at Eastern
Kentucky will air at 11 a.m. on
Saturday Sept. 22.
Fox Sports South reaches over 8
million homes in a seven state area
in the southeastern portion of the
country.
“This is a great opportunity to
showcase our football program to a
sizable number of the nation’s tele-
vision viewing public,” said Rich
McDuffie, Eastern director of ath-
letics.
The Panthers also have back
Third Team Associated Press All-
American Kourtney Young, a senior
cornerback who intercepted seven
passes last season. 
Jason Langenbahn
Sports editor
Eastern’s football program has
been ranked No. 6 in NCAA
Division I-AA preseason football
rankings by Athlon Sports maga-
zine.
The Panthers finished second in
the Ohio Valley Conference last
year behind Western Kentucky.
This year Western Kentucky moved
to the Gateway Conference.
“With Western Kentucky out of
our conference, it opens it up for
every team,” said Bob Spoo,
Eastern head
football coach.
“ W e s t e r n
Kentucky is
ranked third
nationally, and if
we had to play
them in our con-
ference, it would
be a tough game.
“If you can’t
develop a team
concept, the rank-
ing don’t mean
that much,” Spoo said. “The con-
ference championship is our first
goal.
“We graduated a lot of seniors.
Who will emerge as the team leader
we don’t know, but we are very
optimistic.”
In August, all the football
coaches will get together at a ban-
quet, and they will be polled on
how they feel the rankings should
be.
“With the number of returnees,
we should be up in at least the top
three or four,” Spoo said.
“I feel very fortunate to have
been coaching here for 15 years
and I hope I can continue to, but we
have to continue to win games. As
a coach I can only hope to win, and
I always try to improve on last sea-
son even if it was successful,” he
said.
“It will be a long and grueling
year. I hope our players are up to it.
How hard our players have worked
in the past couple of weeks will
determine how
successful our
team will be,” he
said.
Although the
Panthers have
not practiced as a
team this sum-
mer, many of the
players who are
on campus this
summer have
worked with a
strength and
conditioning coach.
The football program’s first offi-
cial practice is Aug. 13, with the
freshmen coming in a few days
early on Aug. 8.
Eastern’s first game is Sept. 8
against Indiana State. Another
game to look forward to is home-
coming on October 13. This year
will be Eastern’s 85th homecoming
weekend.
File Photo
Sophomore quarterback Tony Romo gets ready to call a play during the 2000 football season. The Panthers are looking
forward to the possibility of a championship in the upcoming season.
“With the number of
returnees, we should be up
in tat least the top three or
four..
Bob Spoo,
EIU football coach
”
Eastern ranks No. 6 in NCAA
Football games to be televised
WELCOME BACK
ALL STUDENTS!!
Walker’s Guarantees the Lowest Prices in Town
For All of Your Grocery Needs!!
Coles County’s Low Price Leader!
Walker’s Super 
Foods Midtown
2000 Western Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938
Walker’s Super 
Saver West
Lincoln & University 
Charleston, IL 61920
“LOW PRICE LEADER FOR OVER 60 YEARS”
Check Cashing Options
Money Order
Stamps
Gift Certificates
Verizon Cards
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Sandwich Shop
p l a c e
located at 405 Lincoln
345-2466 Open 7 Days a Week!!
Joey’s Deli sandwiches- Big taste, lower prices-
Just the best sandwiches on the block.  All
sandwiches are served on 9” long loaf of bread,
baked here fresh.
Turkey & Cheese - Fresh lettuce and Hellmans mayo.
Made with fat free boneless turkey breast, served on our
fresh baked french bread......................................................$2.99
Ham & Cheese - same deal! Fresh lettuce, tomato, real
mayo(Hellmans) - fresh baked here each day and Farmstead
lean ham...................................................................................$2.99
Roast Beef & Cheese - Fresh lettuce, tomato, real mayo
(Hellmans) makes this a tremendous beef sandwich
....................................................................................................$2.99
Vegetarian & Cheese - Provolone Cheese and American
Cheese, fresh lettuce, tomato, real mayo
(Hellmans).................................................................................$2.99
Joey’s Homemade Chicken Salad - Celery, onion,
special sauce, lettuce, tomato, mayo...a lite bite, for a late
night!..........................................................................................$2.99
Joey’s Best Beef BBQ - We slow simmer our own choice
chuck, then cover it with homemade sweet & zesty BBQ
sauce. This ain’t no dainty sandwich.................................$3.29
Italian Beef - deli thin sliced beef, cooked in our Italian
slow simmering sauce with hot peppers on the side- Just
like Mamma’s..........................................................$3.29
Italian Sausage - Spicy sausage cooked over our char-broil
grill by chef Mark to perfectionAwesome!.................$3.20
Combo Beef & Sausage - Same great beef & sauce with
an added kick, a grilled sausage for one of the best 
sandwiche...................................................................................$3.59
Philly Cheese Steak- A 4oz. beef steak grilled with onions
& sweet peppers then covered with provolone cheese-
the next best thing to visiting Philly-Yo!.................$3.59
Chicken Philly- Just like Philly Steak only with lean 
Chicken......................................................................................$3.59
Polish Sausage - Not for the faint-hearted - a giant, litely
smoked sausage grilled over open flame then served with
your choice of topping on our own home made french
bread..........................................................................................$3.29
Meatball Deluxe - 4,YES 4! 1oz. meat balls stuffed on our
home made bread. Suffocated in our Grandma-style mari-
nara red sauce.........................................................................$3.29
Gyro - A combo of lamb & beef served on a hand
stretched pita bread, topped with home made cucumber
sauce, tomatoes and onion- The best gyros in central
Illinois.....................................................................................$3.29
Grilled Chicken - A lightly marinated whole chicken
breast (not chucked and formed) grilled on char-broil grill
topped with mayo, tomato and lettuce-served on our fresh
baked buns...............................................................................$2.89
Better Beef make Better Burgers - Ours is the Best!-
Our beef is all beef - no filler and cooked as you order, over
the open flame of char-broil grill, served on our made-here
oven buns - topped with mustard, ketchup, fresh pickle,
onions relish and tomato - no extra charge:
Single Hamburger...............................................$1.79
Double Hamburger.............................................$2.79
Cheeseburger.......................................................$1.99
Double Cheese Burger..................................... ..$3.29
All our World Famous Hot Dogs served on our
fresh buns we bake here. All come with Regular of
BBQ Chips!
Chicago Dog - mustard, ketchup, pickle, onion, relish,
tomato, and celery salt. yes, all dogs get chips .......$1.99
Double Dog - just like Chicago, but two dogs in one bun,
Crazy!.....................................................................$2.39
Cheese Dog - same great dog & bun smothered in cheddar 
cheese, Wow! ........................................................$2.09
Chili Dog - with heaping pile of chili con carne, Great!
.................................................................................$2.09
Honey Dipped Corn Dog- The Best!...................$1.89
Cheese and Chili Dog- a pile of chili on top of our great
dogs then smothered in cheddar cheese, Wow! What a
load!.........................................................................$2.39
Sides:
Chips (Reg. or BBQ) only....................................................$ .65
Onion Rings, Beer Battered (Don’t Eat & Drive).......$1.49
Mozzarela Sticks 5 of the 1oz. real mozzarela cheese,
Red Sauce- Just Ask................................................................$2.75
Original Sin Brownies “The Best” .........................$ .89
Drinks
Ice Tea • Pepsi • Diet Pepsi • 7-Up...................................$ .89
“We deliver on time, so you won’t blow your mind”
Best Lil’ Grill on Campus
We deliver 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. for lunch
and 4 p.m.-Midnight
Sat. & Sun.We deliver ALL DAY
345-2466
All prices subject to Sales Tax
All prices subject to change
Caring Honesty Respect Responsibility 
Mattoon Area Family YMCA
We build strong kids, strong
families, strong communities
Swimming Lessons, Youth Sports
After School Programs, Day Camp
Senior Exercise Classes
Basketball & Volleyball Leagues
Aerobic Fitness Classes, Treadmills
Indoor Pool, Baby-sitting, Cross Trainers
Flex Strength Training Equipment
221 N. 16th Street, Mattoon 217-234-3481
mafymca@advancenet.net
Employment & Volunteer Opportunities Available
The Furniture Shoppe
503 Jefferson Ave. Chas.
Buying & S  elling
Used F urniture
Ph: (217)345-9424
Hrs: M-F 8:30-4:30
Sat: 9:00-1:00pm
Female Sublessor Needed
3BR Furnished ParkPlaceApt.
(across from Union)
Own Room,
Cheap Rent + Utilities
Call Tiffany or Judy 
(708)532-4077
Need money 
for the 
neccessities?
ADVERTISE!!
the daily eastern news
advertise.
Advertise
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Staff report
Mike Rodgers, an assistant
coach at Olney Central Community
College for the past two years, , has
been hired as Eastern Illinois
University’s assistant baseball
coach.
He will replace Matt
Buczkowski who resigned in
May
While in charge of the pitching
staff, Rodgers was part of an Olney
Central program that won 47
games in 1999 and 45 last season,
in addition to consecutive section-
al championships. He coached
under Dennis Conley, a former
Panther.
In 2001, Eastern’s Ben Duke, a
transfer student from Olney, was
voted as the Ohio Valley
Conference Rookie of the Year.
Kirk Walters, who has signed to
play at Eastern this fall, earned All-
American honors last season at
Olney.
Six of Rodgers’ pitchers
signed on to play Division I, and
all 14 hurlers advanced on to
four-year schools. Three of his
pitchers earned All-Great Rivers
Athletic Conference honors,
Rodgers said.
Rodgers pitched for two seasons
at Northwest Shoals Community
College in Alabama where he was
chosen as pitcher of the year among
the junior colleges in Alabama and
the Third Team All-American.
Rodgers transferred to Mississippi
where he pitched his final two
years.
Originally from Olney,
Rodgers played two seasons for
the Evansville Otters in the
Frontier League. A multi-sport
standout in high school, he earned
MVP honors at the 1992
Charleston Holiday Basketball
Tournament. He graduated from
Eastern last May.
“I’ve been coaching for two
years, and to get here at the
Division I level is an unbelievable
opportunity. It’s the level everyone
wants to be at,” said Rodgers.
“Coach Schmitz has things rolling.
The new stadium is being built and
things are going in the right direc-
tion. He is a great guy, and I’m real-
ly looking forward to working for
him.”
“I want to continue doing the
good job recruiting that coach
Buczkowski did. I got a start in
recruiting at Olney Central, which
helped with making contacts with
area coaches and scouts,” he said.
“That should help the process at
Eastern.”
Baseball team gets new assistant coach
Eastern hockey
prepares for season
Jason Langenbahn
Sports editor
Eastern’s hockey club is getting
ready for the upcoming season.  
“The hockey club which has
been around since the late seven-
ties, but we got into the ACHC
(Amateur Collegiate Hockey
Association) this past year,” said
Greg Garofule, the team’s goalie.
“The hockey club is not part of
the NCAA, and all the teams that
we play are club teams from around
the state.”
“The team has about twenty-five
players, all of whom are pretty
experienced and have been playing
for a long time. Tryouts for the
team are in September for incom-
ing freshmen, so we don’t know
how many new people we will
have.”
Garofule said, “Last year the
team practiced in Danville where
the Danville Wings play, but we
played our games in Decatur at the
Civic Center. This year we are prac-
ticing and playing our games in
Decatur.”
“The Decatur locals are really
supportive of our team, and many
Eastern students also come to
watch. Eastern has a fan bus that
comes to all of our games. In the
past tickets to the game were $3 but
for $5 a student could get a ticket
for the game and a ride there on the
bus.”
Garofule said, “I hope people
will come out to our games. They
are fun to watch, and  the Decatur
Civic Center sells beer at their con-
cession stands. It is the only Eastern
sport in which fans can drink beer
while they watch the game.”
Eye on the ball
File Photo
An Eastern baseball player goes in for the swing during a game last season. Eastern baseball team has a new assis-
tant coach for the upcoming year.
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union
Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University
COME IN AND SEE OUR NEWLY REMODELED STORE
Get All Your Greek Items, EIU Gifts & Novelty Items, EIU Clothing
We Also Have
UPS & Fax Service
Books & Reference Materials
School & Office Supplies
Cards & Magazines
Posters Fall Hours
8:00am-8:00pm Monday-Thursday
8:00am-4:30pm Friday
10:00am-4:00pm Saturday
1:00-5:00pm Sunday
Back to School Hours
8:00am-6:00pm August 16th
8:00am-6:00pm August 17th
8:00am-6:00pm August 18th
12:00pm-5:00pm August 19th
email csmhc@eiu.edu
Web Address www.eiubookstore.com
Phone Number 581-5821  Fax Number 581-6625
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Staff report
Joe Conroy has been chosen as
the new women’s assistant basket-
ball coach at Eastern.
For the past two years, Conroy
has been the director of basketball
operations for Northern Illinois
University’s women’s basketball
program.
“Joe has coached at various lev-
els in Illinois so he is very familiar
with our recruiting base, and the
whole recruiting process at a
Division I program so we’re very
pleased to have him join our staff,”
Wunder said.
“He’s a very organized and pro-
fessional individual who relates
well to today’s collegiate basketball
player. Joe brings the type of skills
that we need to move our program
forward.”
From 1994 to 1999 he was head
women’s coach at Illinois Valley
Community College in Oglesby.
His 1996 team finished third in the
National College Athletic
Association tournament. That team
also won the Rose Bataglia
Sportsmanship Award.
He assisted at Illinois Valley for
two years (1992-1993) prior to
becoming head coach.
Conroy also served as athletic
director and boys/girls tennis coach
at St. Bede Academy in Peru at the
same time he was coaching at
Illinois Valley Community College.
He’s been a clinic instructor at
the NCAA Final Four “Yes” pro-
grams for grades sixth through
eighth, directed his own summer
basketball campus as well as being
a guest instructor at summer camps
under Michael Jordan, Ray Meyer,
Kendall Gill, Scottie Pippin and
B.J. Armstrong.
Conroy earned a bachelor’s
degree in finance from DePaul and
is working on a master’s degree in
sports management from NIU.
Conroy takes assistant coaching position
Panther basketball gets new recruits
Jason Langenbahn
Sports editor
Three new players will be join-
ing Eastern’s lineup.
J.R. Reynolds and Ramon
Taylor will both be juniors transfer-
ring from Southeastern Illinois
Junior College.  Jason Wright is a
freshman coming from Aurora
Christian High School.
“With the great nucleus of play-
ers returning, we should be able to
have a competitive team,” said head
coach Rick Samuels.
“There are nine returning letter
winners from last year and also
Richard Gobczynski who was a
freshman last year but didn’t play.”
“Kyle Hill will be difficult to
replace with one single player, but
with the improvement of the
returnees, I think we can pick up
the slack,” said Samuels.  “We
think we will be able to challenge
the OVC for a second champi-
onship.
“Another player that will really
be missed by Eastern is Matt
Britton.  Matt led the team in assists
and was vital in Kyle Hill’s scoring.
Matt was also the team’s third lead-
ing scorer, as he averaged 14 points
a game.”
The opening game is at home
Friday, Nov. 16 against St. Joseph
from Indiana.  “Our season starts
out tough with our second game
being against the University of
Illinois at Champaign,” said
Samuels.  “Champaign is ranked
fifth in the country.
“Our conference games don’t
start until after Christmas with the
first conference game January 5 at
home against Southeast Missouri,”
Samuels said.
“The team will be traveling to
Las Vegas to play in a tournament
on the 22, 23 and 24 of
November,” said Samuels.  “We
will be playing Georgia Tech and
Pennsylvania.”
“I’m confident that all the play-
ers have been working out hard so
we can have the best season possi-
ble,” said Samuels.
File Photo
An Eastern basketball player looks for an open pass during a game last season.
The women’s basketball team recently received a new coach for the 2001 sea-
son
New coach comes to Eastern from Northern Illinois
WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
348-8282
Hours: Mon-Thurs 10am to 1:30am
Fri-Sat 10am to 2:30am  Sun 11am to 11pm 426 W. Lincoln
Lunch Special
One 10” Pizza
1 Item & Breadsticks
$799+ tax
Papa Pak
1 Large, 1 Topping
Breadsticks,
2 liter of Coke
$1299
Pizza Pak
3 large 
1 Topping Pizzas
$2199+ tax
Additional toppings $1.39 each.
Not valid with any other offer.  Exp. 8/31/01.
Additional toppings $1.39 each.
Not valid with any other offer.  Exp. 8/31/01.
Additional toppings $.99 each.
Not valid with any other offer.  Exp. 8/31/01.
Royal Heights Apts.
1509 2nd St. 
3 bedroom apartments
furnished
Great rates for two
tenants
346-3583
Mon.-Sat.
9-8p.m.
Great Sandwiches, BRATS, Bagels
Specialty Items Daily!
Homemade Soups
Homemade  European Desserts
Cater to Vegetarians
Specialty Coffee,
Chai, Mocha
German Fried Potatoes 
Wraps & Sandwiches
Monday P.M.-Coffee Alternative-Mike-Nite!!
615 Monroe
North Side of Square
Marianne’s’
“A Taste Of Europe”
Automotive Lockouts
Lic. # 191-000582
Brian’s Place
Nightclub & Sports Bar
21st & Broadway, Mattoon IL
(217) 234-4151    www.clubx-treme.com
Dance to High Energy dance music
in our Club Xtreme Two-story
Nightclub with 2 dance floors!!
LIVE D.J. Friday & Saturday
Open Sundays until 1 a.m.
South Side Cafe
WELCOME
BACK STUDENTS
Hours  M-F 5am-2pm
Sat  5am-1pm
Daii ll y  Breakffastt   and  Lunch  Speciiall s
Serving Breakfast All Day
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Eastern gets new tennis coach
Staff report
Brian Holzgrafe, an assistant
coach the last two years at Saint
Louis University, has been hired as
the men’s and women’s head tennis
coach for Eastern Illinois
University.
He is replacing Michael Hunt who
resigned at the end of the 2001 season.
He joined SLU in 1999 and the
Billikens went 7-12  on the
women’s side while the men fin-
ished 4-17. Both teams made big
strides the following year as the
men improved to 8-12 and the
women finished 10-12, including a
win over the Ohio Valley
Conference champion Murray
State. Two players earned All-
Conference USA honors.
Originally from Quincy, Ill., he
played at the University of Illinois-
Springfield and was selected as
team MVP. Graduating with a
bachelor’s degree in business man-
agement, he was working toward
his MBA at Saint Louis prior to
being hired at Eastern. Since 1993
Holzgrafe has also worked as a ten-
nis professional in Quincy,
Springfield, Peoria, and St. Louis.
“As I think about the reality from
being an assistant coach to becom-
ing a head coach, I am incredibly
excited. I appreciate the opportunity
and look forward to continuing the
dedication of Michael Hunt,” said
Holzgrafe. “I am a players’ coach,
probably as a result of playing four
years collegiately. I demand attitude
and effort, both on and off the court.
The classroom is very important to
me; students-athletes are here to get
an educaiton.”
Eastern’s men (13-9 overall) and
women (14-12) are both coming off
their best year in recent history,
each placing fifth at the OVC
Tournament and having a player
earn all-conference accolades.
During the 1999-2000 campaign,
the Panther men were 6-19 and fin-
ished eighth while the women
ended 3-21 and in ninth place.
“I have a lot of hope for the
men’s team to continue to grow and
develop. At the same time I look to
further Michael’s efforts on the
women’s side through recruitment
and the progress of our own play-
ers. We will be contenders in the
OVC,” Holzgrafe said.
The first-year head coach spent
a year as the boys and girls coach at
Sacred Heart Griffin High School.
He coached the boys Central State
8 Conference champion and three
players from each team qualified
for the state tournament.
“Brian is very enthusiastic and
will de a very good job for Eastern
Illinois University,” said Dr.
Rodgers Jehlicka, associate athlet-
ics director. “He had the opportuni-
ty to gain the experience and back-
ground needed to become a head
coach at the Division I level. The
past two years our tennis program
has made drastic improvements and
hopefully with his energy Brian
will take our men’s and women’s
program to the next level - becom-
ing Ohio Valley Conference centen-
ders year in and year out.”
File Photo
An Eastern tennis player shows a strong forehand as he returns the ball
to his opponent in a match last season.
Serve it up
No P arking?
Ride A Bike
NO Parking Hassles.
NO Parking Tickets
NO Fuel Costs.
(Just Donuts)
Reserve Your Ride Today....
Call 3
45-1316
We Service. We Sell. We Ride. 
The Razorz Girls 
Take you to the Edge!!
Welcome Back
Katie Doyle & Julie Olinger
The Razorz Edge
Salon & Spa
605 Monroe
345-3142
ARTec Color
Texture Line
Defi
Mops
Botanical
Hair Care
Massage
Waxing
Sauna
Detox
Facials
305 W. Lincoln
Charleston
345-3479
Men’s Cross-Trainer
Open Sunday 12-4
THE CONNECTION WAREHOUSE 
50% OFF ENTIRE STORE
NAMEBRAND LABELS - PLUS - JUNIOR CLOTHING
TAKE RT. 16 - 24 MILES WEST - WINDSOR
Back to School Specials
All Summer Tommy $19.99 & Below
Abercrombie S/S tees $12.99 values to $30
Calvin Klein S/S tees $12.99 values to $30
Tommy Shoes & Sandals $19.99 values to $68
Polo Tees by Ralph Lauren $10.99
DKNY tees $10.99
New Tommy Sweatshirts $19.99
Lots of New Arriving Daily
Just a 30 min. drive from E.I.U!! Drive a little, Save A Lot
Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
APARTMENTS MUST GO!
Now Offering Lower Prices
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus, NEW Discounts
NOW OFFERING SIGNING INCENTIVES
DISCOUNTS, VCR’S, MICROWAVES, GRILLS, $ BACK
FACILITIES INCLUDE
*  CENTRAL AC *  FULLY FURNISHED APT.
*  BALCONIES *  PARKING
*  LAUNDRY *  FREE TRASH
LEAVE A MESSAGE
Hurry up...
advertise with the Daily Eastern News!
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‘21’ Law Strictly Enfor ced
*No Minors After 9 pm *
Menu
Shrimp (Large Peel & Eat)........$.29 ea.
1/2 lb Gunner Burger................$ .99
1/2 lb. Gunner Burger Deluxe.$1.29
1/2 lb. French Fries...................$ .99
Big Buc Steak Kabob................$2.59
Pork Kabob................................$1.59
Cajun Chicken Kabob................$1.59
1/2 lb. Basket of Walleye..........$1.99
1 lb. Basket of Chicken Wings.$1.99
Homestyle Bratwurst.................$ .99
Homestyle Cole Slaw................$ .79
Homestyle Potato Salad............$ .79
Monday:
$1.25 Domestic Longnecks
$1.01 Burgers
(7pm - 10pm)
Tuesday:
$1.50 Rolling Rocks
$ .10 Hot Wings
Wednesday:
$2.95 Walleye Basket, Fries
w/Slaw
Thursday:
$1.75 Coronas
$ .75 Tacos
(Most) Fridays & Saturdays:
Live Bands 9 pm
Grill Opens Noon
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Weekly Specials
Just 22 Minutes
fr om Old Main!
Open Mon - Thurs 3 pm; Fri, Sat & Sun at  Noon   
3020 Lakeland Blvd. S. - Rt. 45, Mattoon, IL 
Phone 235-0123
5 99$
Charleston
Lanes
Fall Leagues Starting
N o w
Stop by 1310 E st. 
Ph: 345-6630
Is it always best to 
make an appointment
at Health Service?
YES
“Just call” 581-ASAP to make an
appointment with a physician or a 
nurse practitioner.
“Walk-in” visits are first
available opening.
You may always walk-in without an appointment 
and see a nurse for an initial assessment.
Fall/Spring Hours: M-F  7:30-4:30 regular hours
4:30-6:00 RN available
Sat.  10:00-2  RN available
Advertise.
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
Advertisers wanted
t h e
d a i l y
eastern
n e w s
w o u l d
l o v e
to see 
y o u r
a d
here 
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Hoop Dreams
Eastern’s Hill drafted by Dallas Mavericks
Shelly Hopper
Staff writer
While most fans were watching the NBA
draft probably turned off their TVs after the
first 10 picks, Eastern fans knew to stay tuned
to the second round in hopes that our Eastern
player’s name would be called.
With the 44th pick in the NBA draft, Kyle
Hill was announced as the Dallas Maverick’s
newest player.
“I was shocked,” Hill said
in a phone call after the draft.
“I was watching the draft
with my family and friends
and they started jumping up
and down and congratulating
me. I’m really happy.”
“We’re just excited he got
drafted,” said Rick Samuels.
Eastern’s head men’s basket-
ball coach.
Dallas was one of the
places Hill went to in the last
week before the draft.
“We suspected some
interest from Dallas, but we
just didn’t know what to expect,” Samuels said.
“If they drafted him to do what we think they
did, they’ll want him to score points, which he
can do.”
Hill is very happy to be given the opportu-
nity and said that they won’t be sorry.
“Things happen for a reason,” he said.
Hill ranked No. 2 in the country for scoring
and is also ranked Eastern’s No. 2  all-time
leading scorer. He also holds the school’s high-
est single scoring average in history at 23.7
points. 
After an amazing 31-point effort in
Eastern’s comeback against Austin Peay in the
championship game for the Ohio Valley
Conference title, Hill was named the 2000-
2001 OVC tournament Most Valuable Player.
“Coach Samuels is a great coach,” Hill said. 
He helped to prepare him for the NBA and
all that is yet to come. He also got great support
from the team and the coaches, which helped
him a lot, he said.
Hill being drafted puts a
favorable light on the univer-
sity, said David Kidwell,
assistant director of athletics.
With the announcement
being made nationally on
TNT, it give the university
some publicity.
“This is great positive
publicity for Eastern
Illinois University,”
Samuels said.  “Kyle is
liked to be around and will
be a great ambassador for
the university.”
Eastern’s basketball program plans on capi-
talizing on the fact that a player from a mid-
major university has been drafted to the NBA,
Samuels said.
“It just goes to show that we can produce the
kind of player that can play in the NBA,” he
said.
Hill will spend the rest of the summer in
both Los Angeles and Utah playing in the sum-
mer leagues. 
File Photo
Kyle Hill flies high for the basket during last a game last season. Hill is now with the Dallas
Mavericks.
I was shocked. I was watch-
ing the draft with my family
and friends and they started
jumping up and down and
congratulating me.
Kyle Hill
Mavericks’ second round 
draft pick
“
”
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
w anted
graphic designer
graphic designer
apply in the 
student publications office in buzzard
g r a p h i c  d e s i g n e r
